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Protesting Earth First members jailed 
By Phil Pearson 
Staff Writer 
Three environmentalists from 
Eanh Fi1~t were arrested Thursday 
morning b} the Union County 
Sheriff's Depanment in the Trail of 
Tears State Forest after refusing 10 
end a sit-down proIeSt againsllog-
ging operations in the forest 
A group of 18 Earth F;tsters 
wearing red ribbons, symbu,;c of 
die area in which the harvesting is 
taking place, and calling them-
selves the Red Kibbon Defense 
Team took up POSitiOtlS at two 
entrances 10 the Red Ribbon Trail 
area of the forest between 5 and 7 
a.m. 
Most of the protesters sat in the 
road wbile one protestel, who iden-
tified himself as Steven M Taylor, 
locked a U-shaped bicycle lock 
around his neck and the gate. 
Taylor voluntarily removed the 
lock after two police officers said 
they would remove the lock. linioo 
COWlty Sheriff Robin Dillon and 
Master SgL Jim Warder, of District 
13 State Police, told Taylor Liley 
would cut the lock off wid: a UX'Ch, 
if necessary. 
"We effectively stopped logging 
for a while. If rd let !hem cut the 
lock off my neck, it might bave 
been another C;)UPle of minutes," 
Taylor said, adding that be felt 
Earth First bad made its point 
C. ;my Lumber Company is 
planning to start selectively bar-
~ trees from lbearea. 
Debra Ann Frdgala, 21, of High 
Ridge, Mo., Sherry Hilsher, 28, of 
Herrin; and Ramin Karipour, 26, of 
Edwardsville; were arrested and 
charged with criminal ttespaSSing 
10 state-supported property, a class 
A misdemeanor, Wes Wilkins, 
Union County state's attorney, 
I Group: Protecting wilderness I begins with educating people 
By Phil Pearson 
S1affWriter 
Educating people on the need 
10 protect our wilderness areas 
is a primary goal of Earth First, 
Roger Featherstone, an Earth 
First organizer, told a crowd 
attending the "Road Show" 
Thursday night 
"Education is the name of the 
game." FeatherslDne IDld about 
&0 pcople attending the music 
and shoo show at the Unitarian 
Fellowship, 301 W. Elm SL 
Featherstone and folk singer 
Dakota Sid Clifford have betn 
lOuring the country spreading 
Earth FU'Sl's message of preser-
vation through a mediwn com-
hining music and slides pictur-
ing wilderness from tropical 
rain forests 10 Alaska. 
"There's two kinds of guiding 
credos basically in the move-
ment," Featherstone said. "One 
is the motto 'no compromise 
with mother earth' and the other 
is 'undying, passiooate love for 
mother earth'." 
Featherstorte said Earth FJI'St ' 
was willing 10 resort 10 drastic 
measures to make its point, but 
denied Earth FJI'St has ever tried 
to burt anyone. However, 
Feathelstone said, Earth Firsters 
areo'tafraid 10 break the law for 
the salce of a moral issue. 
"We base things on _. that by 
breaking a particular la~ we're 
See ROAD, Page 5 
said. state police, Union County 
Wilkins sa!d Union County Sberiff's office and the Illinois 
Circuit Judge D.o. Bigler set bood Depar1ment of Conservation were 
at $100 for eacb person and they on the scene. 
were still in custody Thursday Dillon gave p!'OleSteI'S at the fll'St 
afternoon. gate the choice of leaving, turning 
The three have requested 10 be over their driver's licenses and foI-
releaseJ on tbeir own recog- lowing the police to the court 
nizaDce, aa:ording 10 Willcins, but house, ~ bPill8 ~ on the spell 
-IJO acOoo can be taken W1tiJ a for-· aud haVIDg die vdIicJes towed. 
mal, writtrarequesti&madebythe .. ". -Aftu.,.l»:protes1er& a·onc; 
three. . ,.' ,'. enttan<:e agreed to leave., the police 
Wilkins . d the three if Ii d moved to the next gate, where, : 
• S8l '.o\Dl amorg singing and chanting 
guilty. ~ spend 364 days m the protesters, the three were al1ested 
county Jail and be fined. up ~ after sbaking tbeir heads "no" 
$1,000. Ho~ever, he SlUd thiS when Dillon asked them if they 
~Iy ~on t be the~. were going 10 leave. 
In my Judgment, they re look- Deborah Bouton one of the 
ing at a fine only," Wilkins said. • 
About a dozen officas from the See AcnON, Page 6 
Illinois Bell slates Chicago suburbs 
for installation of new 708 area code 
By Douglas Powell 
S1affWriter 
Chicago suburbs will have a 
new area code in November in 
order to satisfy the growing 
demand for additiooal teIepbone 
nwnbers. 
On Nov. 11 area code 708 
will serve the suburbs now 
served by the 312 area code. 
The city of Chicago will keep 
the 312 area code, according 10 
an illinois Bell spokesman. 
James E. Eibel, Dlinois Ben's 
vice president of operations, 
said, ""'''e're making the change 
becqse we're running out of 
seven-digit local telepbone 
numbers available for cus-
tomers. The increased demand 
for service is caused by the ec0-
nomic vitality and growth of the 
metropOlitan area. " 
Gloria Pope, Media Relations 
spokesman, said the introduc-
See CODE. Page 6 
Beethoven Society: Events 
will be accessible to disabled 
By Douglas Powell 
Staff Writer 
The Beethoven Society for 
Pianists is responsive 10 the needs 
of disabled people and any further 
events connected with the society 
will be accessible 10 disabled pe0-
ple, Donald P. Beattie, director of 
the society said. 
Beanie was responding 10 com-
plaints from Carlos ClarlI.e Drazen, 
graduate stlldent in speech commu-
nication, who is in a wheelchair. 
Clarke Dmzen alleged that coocert 
receptionssponsoroo by the ~.<:i~ 
ely are unaccessi~ 10 people with 
disabilities. 
"I'm very appreciative to the 
f.eelings of Mrs. Drazen and I've 
decided that all receptions in the 
future wiil be made accessible to 
disabled people," Beattie said. 
Last Tuesday the society sched-
uled a reception for Argentine ~­
cert pianist Ana Maria Trenchi d: 
Bottazzi on the second floor of 
Shyrock Auditorium, whi~ is not 
accessible to wh:elchall' users. 
However, the ~ was moved 
See SOCIETY, Page 6 .• 
Staff Pbclolo tlv.llim 
A man who gave his name as Steven Taylor, center, a 
demonstrator for Earth FIrst, Is ordered by Union County· 
SherIff Robin Dillon, left, and Master Sgt. Jim Warden to 
remove the bike lock around his neck.' . -
City yet to deCide 
to drop l1F Jawsuit 
Officials studying -
Marion's changes 
would eIiminide die mall :r:! relaIeci development J5- . 
. jeers "from the chilling effect of 
the liligatioo. .. 
Usa MOler However, City Manager Steve 
Hoffner said Carbondale's attor-
StaflWriler. neyswould go over Marion's 
The Carbondale City Council action 10 determine whether or not 
has DOl decided wbetber or DOl to the litigatioo would be dropped. 
drop its lawsuit against Marion, '1t's just too early 10 tell whether 
despite the Marion City Council's or DOt this suit will be dropped," 
decision to remove the Illinois Hoffner said. "We should have a 
Center mall's property from its tax decision sometime next week." 
increment financing program, the CaIbondale Mayor Neil Dillard 
city manager said. said the city decicOed to sue because 
Carbondale officials claimed the city of Marion and its develop-
Marioo was using the TIP program er partners will "apparently gop III 
to lure businesses, such as the nothing to lure businesses away 
Sears departtnent sue. away from from other cmununities by offer-
Carbondale and decided to start. ing incentives and assurances that 
file a lawsuit against Marion. are not only outrageously costly, 
Marion's council decidea but also a gross interference in the 
Wednesday to remove the ~ free markd and competitive pro-
versial TIP program and rep!ace it cess." 
with a new TIF program that will Hoffner said the Marion council 
include only the land on which the was misusing the TIP pr.>gi8lO 10 
mall and other related projects are steal Sears away from the 
10 be built, a report by the Marion University Mall in Carbondale and 
council said. be hoped the lawsuit would show 
In designated TIP areas, the the Sears official Calbondale was 
amount of real estate taxes aeated Serious about keeping thI.. depart-
by the property is frozen. Tax ment store. 
increases created by improvement Despite the lawsuit, the Sears 
10 ~ property is transferral into a m.anagelS decided 10 go ahead and 
special fund 10 pay back redevel- sign the final papers, making their 
opment-related e~pel!ses. 




:~BO."'i~~~ : I ,. p.cwcwo I 
; . ® fREE PIZZA : 
[ FREE. 12" CiEES! PIZZA W/ORDER II 
I "The Bast Around" OF ANY 16· PIZZA 
: LIMIT 1 PER ORDER. I 
IFREE DELIVERY 549·7811 FREE DELIVERyl 
Hillei Ho~ervices 
at Congo Beth Jacob 
Rosh Hashanah 
Fri. 29, Sept. 7:00pm*Ride 
7:30pm Service 
Sat. 30, Sept. 9:00am*Ride 
9 :30am Service 
Sun. 1, Oct. 9:00am*Ride 
9:30am Service 
Yom Kippur 
Sun. 8, Oct. 6 :30pm * Ride 
7:00pm Service 
Mon. 9, Oct. 9:00am*Ride 
9:30am Se·rvice 
4 :OOpm Yizkor 
6:45pm Conclusion 
lollowed by Break 
the Fast 
*Rides Available at Faner Circle 
Northeast side by Museum 
For Information Can 549-5641 or 549-7387 
Sports Bar and Grill (, 
~'The Best Kept Secret In CDale" '; 
• 
Friday: 10 oz. NY Strip Steak $7.95 







NEW MEMBER NIGHT 
Mon. Oct. 2, 7plft 
. Student Center 
CambrlaRm. 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME 
For More Infonnatlon 
can 453-2408 
gem & Jewefery 
·.Services 
-Ring Sizing ·Custom Rings 
-Chain Repair ·loose Diamonds 
·Remounts ·We buy gold 
457-7011 
~~ 
~ .. -"r·· 
'., '!"". 
.... " ' ~ ~~'< •• ~ , 
1400 W. Main Carbondale 
Come on out and watch the Bears 
play the Eagles on our Big Screen T.V. 
Kick off your weekend with us! 
lunch 11-2pm DInner ~1~ ...... Thwa. ReMr-.0i1Iy Aftarllpm. 
-IheSpc>tllCenlerBehildlhelJnMnllyMalt,C'OaIo. 52&-3292 
-~JMdr~ •. '
402 W. Mill Carbondale 
••• A Parisb of Ute lIIoddwide Anglican Communion. 
STODEHTS fiRE ALWAYS WELCOME' 
Come to the African Mass 
October 1, 1989 at Spm 
in celebration of Nigerian independence, \fi with the Rev. Isaac Ihiasota, a Nigerian priest. 
Sunday moming services: 8 & 10:15 am 
The Very Rev. Lewis A. Payne Rector 
Peer Minister!; Bertram Nagarajah. Jerry Phillips and Michael Gunnell 
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Marcos dies at 72 in Hawaii; 
cardiac arrest cited as cause 
HONOLULU (UPI) - Ferdinand E. Marcos, who ruled over the 
Philippines for more than two decades Wltil toppled by a "people power" 
revolt, died in exile Thursday, still facing charges of looting his island of 
billions of dollars. DocIon said the 72-year-old Marcos died of cardiac 
arrest at 5:48 a.m. at the SL Francis Center, where he had been 
hospitalized since Jan. IS. "He was unable to be resuscitated with 
medication in the usual method," said Ferdinand "Bong Boog" Marcos 
Jr .. Marcos· ~. "God has taken this great man from our midst to a bette r 
place more deserving of his presence. 
Aquino bars Marcos burial in Philippines 
MANILA, Philippines (UPI) - President Corazon Aquino expressed 
regret ThursdaYilver the death of Ferdinand Marcos but said she still will 
not allow his remains to be l>uried in the Philippines foc security reasons. 
Opposition Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile, who once smred as Marcos~ defense 
secretary but also helped lead the 1986 revolt that 0USIed him, appealed to 
Aquino to change IK7 mind "so that people who WMt to pay ttibute to 
him can do so if they believe he deserves iL" VICe President Salvador 
Laurel, who broke rants with Aquino in September 1987. also sided 
againstAqu~'sstand. <... '" 
.... 
S. Africa to prosecute ~o white policemen 
.. JOHANNESBURG, Sout.'l Africa (Upl) - The Justice Department 
said Thursday it will prosecute two senior white policemen accused by a 
mixed-race officer of behaving "like wild dogs" in dispersing a peaceluJ. 
N1ti-apanheid demonstration near Cape Thwn. Western Cape Attomey-
General Neil ~w said the two white o~-;;. ideotifaed as Maj. C.R. 
BI37dle and Lt. DJ. RoDs, would face assault charges fir using WJdue 
force 10 break up a SqJt. S anti-apartheid demoDsIralion in Mitchell's 
Plain. LL Gregory Rockman, 30, accused Brazelle ilf overruling his 
decision to allow a ooo-vioIent, student demonstration to continue. 
House backs Bush caJlital gains tax cut 
WASHING10N (UPI) -, The House approved a cut in capital gains 
taxes ThllfSday, handing President Bush a major budget victory by 
soundly rejecting a Democratic plan to raise !aXes on the rich and restore 
IRA !aX deductions. More than five dozen Democrats defecled, yielding a 
smprisingJy large margin of victoy fir Bush - 239-190. The Ville was 
set up as an eithCl"o()I' choice, so defeat of the Democratic plan meant 
victory foc Bush's proposal. The House is expected to Ville on the ovezall 
bill and sent it to the Senate next week after other difficuh issues, such as 
catastropbic ~ and ~ ~ resolved. f; 
Colombian president acidresses Congress 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Colombian President Virgilio Barco 
appealed to Congress Thwsday for support in his nation's fight against 
the intemational cocaine catd that is waging a campaign of murder and 
terror against his people. Barco, before meeting President Bush at the 
White House, paid a shon visit to Capitol Hill, winning the pmise of 
congressional biers for his courage and detcnninatioo in fighting the 
powetfuI Mede1lin and Cali cocaine cartels. Barco expressed his graIiIude 
foc the $6S millioo in mililary aid that Bush appoved fir Colombia Ibis 
swnmer to help in his renewed fight against the cartel barons. 
state 
Mayor Daley denies reports 
of increased police brutality 
CIDCAGO (UPI) - Mayoc Richard M. Daley said Thursday h is 
concerned about complaints of police brutality but denied such incidents 
are on the increase. Daley ~ the first to testify in the opening day of 
hrarings 00 po~ Ix\ltality before the Committee on Police and FII'C, A 
brief round of boos nmg out from about two doxen blades when Daley 
said what was on the rise was "irresponsible political rhetoric." Daley 
calIed on city leaders to "wort toward building public !rUst" in the city 
rather than "lmdennining the public InJst fir narrow political JIlIIPOSeS. " 
Police Superinleadent vowed 10 wen to end police po~ brutality. 
The Daily Egyptian has established an acauacy desk. If readel's spot an 
eaor, they;Can call $36-3311, extenSion 233 oc 229. . . 
Daily Egyptian 
(USPS 169220) 
Published daily in the Iournalism and Egyptian Laboratory 
Monday through Friday during the regu1ar semesters and 
Tuesda}'_throu~h Friday durin&. the summer tenn by SOQthem, 
lllinois UniversIty, ConimunicatlODS Building, Carbondale, Dl 
Editorial and business offiCC$ located in Communications 
Building, North Wmg, Phone 536-3311, Walter B. Jaehnig, fis-
cal offiCe!: ..., \", 
. Subs..qiption rates are $45 J!CI' Year or $28 for six ~onlhs wilh-
m the United States and $US per year or $73 for SIX months in 
all foreign COWltries. 
Postmaster: Send changes of address to Daily Egyptian 
Southern lllinois University, Carbondale, m. 6220L ' , 
• • ..... , .... ~ 1-" • 
. • '<~\.:.: _ ,1.~)~~~~·It'~.'·b-·1..-.::.\.. .. &:Il_ 
Stage Company opens 
new season with thriller 
Character Major A",brose 
Powell, played by Chris 
Mitchell, lookS over his 
script which outlines his 
victim In "Corpse" tonight 
at 8 p.m. at the, Stage 
Company. 
By Katherine Lydon 
Staff Writer 
The Stage Company's seventh 
season, feaw..-ing four plays, will 
begin tonight with "Corpse!" 
"Corpse!" is a comedy-thriller 
staged in England about twin 
brothels who live opposite lives. 
Because some actors had con-
flicts with perfonnance dates, there 
are two casts. 
One brother, Evelyn Farrant, 
played by Bruce DeVantier and 
Peter Schmit, is a starving actor 
who can not pay his rent and is 
constantly harassed by a sex-
starved landlady, Ermentrude 
McGee, played by Karen Huntley 
and Betty King, who will happily 
sacrifICe. the, rel\l,mooey if Farrant 
will take her to bed. 
The other, Rupen Farrant, is a 
cold, 'wealthy man who has no 
remorse about Iening his brother 
scam and steal for food. 
Evelyn plans to have his twin 
murdered so be can take over his 
life. His prospective murderer is 
Major Ambrose PoweIl ,played by 
See CORPSE, Page 7 
Chancellor Pettit supports football: 
But let's rejoin our academic peers 
By Jeanne Bickler said. another usa senate vote on the 
Staff Writer Pettit said one of his concerns foothall issue to put to rest con-
is that the University is not Iroversy that the USG made the 
Chancellor Lawrence K. Pettit "playing in its league" in foot- decision without full senate rep-
told the {ilidergraduate Student ball. resentation. 
Government W~esday night "Our academ::: peers are play- "I'd like to see USG suppon 
he supports Salulci foolball, but ing in the i -.0\ conference and we football and show the graduate 
not Halloween. play l-AA. The teams we play students that we care about it," 
However, Pettit said he has not aren't in our academic league," Hildebrand said. 
always felt supponive of foot- he said The demise of the Halloween Oall. Even with all the talk of foot- street party, which was officially 
"When I was student body ball, Pettit said academics should 
president at the University of still be the number one mission abolished by the Carbondale 
Montana, 1 wanted to get rid of of the University. City Council at its Sept. 5 meet-
football at my school," Pettit "I would rather see 10,000 ing, also was mentioned to Pettit 
said. "I was hostile." people cheering on our debate "I went to Hallowu:n the fIrst 
Jerome Handler, faculty mem- team, or our arts programs, or year 1 was here," Pettit said. "I 
ber in anthropology, supported scholastic programs." Pettit said thought it was pointless. I'm 
cancelling the Salul-;i football "I'd love 10 have a faculty mem., . concerned·with the'impact;t has' 
program during the spring 1989 berwm a Nobel prize." on the University." ' 
semester. , Earlier, USG passed a resolu- However, Pettit said he is 001 Pettit said he thinks the SIU-C bon to support the football pro-
football team can be positive gra.n. However. the Graduate against drinking. 
public ,relations for the and Professional Sludent Council "I always have a bee at home 
University, if bandIed properly. passed a resolution to eliminate when I'm in town," he said 
"We need to recruit the best Saluki football at its Sept. 20 Pettit said the state police have 
student athle~ poSSlble and fol- meeting. ~ured the city they will be able 
low the National Collegiate Tun Hildebrand, USG presi- to handle the last of the 
Athletics Association rules," he dent, said he wants to have Halloween p..niers. 
Dunn honored for support of education in Illinois 
By Theresa Uvingston stituents, even when it means lion. ''The lEA lauds the effons of down tax increases. It's kind of 
Staff Writer crossing pany lines," Gary Kolb, "Without Dunn's vote, the tax Sen. Dunn. He's been right there, nice to get a plaque for voting for 
Sen. Ralph Dunn, R-DuQuoin. 
was honored Wednesday at a 
reception for his "support of quali-
ty education in lllinois" by the 
University's cbapIer of the Dlinois 
Education Association-National 
Education Association. 
associate professor of cinema and increase would not have passed. fighting for hi!;fler education for a one," DuM said 
photography and president of the His was the vou; \hat passed the long time and it is lime for him IIJ Dunn said he was surprised more . 
organization, said. "For this we tax increase which we so desper- be recognized for the excellent job republicans didn't vote for the 
wish to honor him." ately needed," Kolb said he bas done," John Flamer, IEA- increase. 
Citing Dunn's stance on a tax Dunn was the only republican to NEA staffer. said. 
increase measure as evidence of vote for the measure. He cast the Dun" said although he was 
Dunn's commilment 1.1 furthering deciding vote which ratified the "admittedly a little overwhelmed" 
l\ighl% education, the organization Madigan-Rock income tax by the award, be was "very pleased 
presented Dunn with a plaque increase bill that has provided to be able to belp education in 
commending him for "his courage increased state-wide funding for lllinois." 
"He (Dunn) has always been 
supportive of educatioo and sensi-
tive to the needs of his con- in voting to suppon" higheF educa- public educati011-: "i used 10 get awaIds fot voting 
.llllllllllllllllllllll. 
: ~~,:_._/f~.. 8.1.· VOLLEYS: 
_ ::~;Sjj' '.: ' Make A Mad Dash For _ 
- ~~ '. ~~i The Beach Party -
- ~ ~"ql Friday Night! ~-
- -, ~... 'C ~ -_'~ Co~ ~~~ !/>.-rl-!/>.~ ~--oO_ 
_ ~~~G\~e ~ _ 
_ ~ ~o\\ei ~.~ I :<.'00\ ~<-#:~ ... ~... _ 
_ ~I ,", • .'0. .\.p • ·CO _ 
_ ~,,, u '6 oz. Old Styles ............. 75¢ -
- '" {B: \ ~ Peach & lemonade -
: '.t:~~)\. Schnapps ........ : ............. $1.25: 
_ 't" iff' NO COVER CHARGE! 
_ 5.1. Bowl, New RI. 13, Carterville 529-3755: 
_JIIIIIIIIII II. 
Presents 
"I had been telling people for 
three years I'd support a tax 
increase, that we needed a tax 
increase, so I couldn't very well 
have come home after having 
voled againsl ~n he said. 
Your Community Theater 
101 N. Washington Street 
Carbondale, illinoiS 
549-5466 
A comedy er by Gerald Moon 
HAI'lCUT COUPON HAficutcoui6N . 
$1.00 WET CUT :$5.00 c::AftFOO, 
OFF reo.m DE· OFF .~ _ ilWt::!", ",qfM ..... ,~~ .. ~~~~mill 
. . PERM COUPON . 
NO W CONDfT1ONINO!'EAM 
5=--~~NAIL 
.......... --. N 
Directed by Pete Housman 
SEPT. 29, 30, OCT. 1 OCT. 6, 7.8 OCT. '13.14.15 
Performance on Oct. 15th will be interpreted for hearing impaired. 
Box Office Hours: 4·6 pm Weekdays and 12-4 pm Saturdays 
call (during box office hours) 549-5466 
. . . Vjsa and Mastercard Accepted. 
Curtain time 8 pm Friday & Saturday, 2 
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Earth First should 
re-examine tactics 
THE ARREST of three members of the Earth First 
environmental organization Thursday was, by all reports, 
the result of a reascnable protest for what the members of 
the group believe in. 
About 20 protesters staged a sit-in at two entrances of the 
Trail of Tears State Forest to protest logging operations 
being conducted within the preserve. The three, Debra Ann 
Fragala, 21, of High Ridge, Mo.; Sherry Hilsher, 28, of 
Herrin; and Ramin Karipour, 26, of Edwardsville, were 
arrested after they refused to end their pTotest. 
The group opposes selective cutting in the forest, saying 
it destroys natural surface of'the land and leads to erosion 
in the area. The logging operation consists of selectively 
cutting the larger, older trees out of the forest and Jeavir.g 
the yet not harvestable trees. 
ITEM 
TIlE llS.MJllTARY WIll 
TAKE A MORE ACTIVE 
ROLE IN DESTROYING 
LATIN AMERICAN 
truJa CROPS ... 
Deborah Bouton, one of the protesters and member of 
t.'1e Regional Association of Concerned Environmentalist. 
said, "Anybody who has any question at all if we're just ~~elms' propos.a. I'hinders art f~eedom 
total lunatics, I dare you to go out to that Trail of Tears, 
and you come back and you tell us that what they've done OnThursdaySept.14,lIIarticleby Mr. Oleson, you are wrong. While I support your right to 
out there is acceptable." Daily Egyptian SIaff writer James J. Whether you call such legislation question fedeml spealing,I suspect 
Black IqXIIfd the poIf:IlIial impactof censorship or pre-censorsbip, the you and I disagree snarply on 
APPAREN1'LY, EAR. TH First members in the area aoontrovtnialpqnsalbySen.Jesse resultistheSllDC;youdisxlur~1he pDiOOs,CIII'tweptaourttustinthe 
Helms that would limit the of kind of freedom of expression for e:lectmWe7 believe that there is reason to protest the~ cutting of the at 1hat<XJUld be SUJlIXX1ed by~ which !iUs COlJllby has come to be I take e..'tCCplioo to a nurnbel' of 
Trail of Tears area. funds. . aImired. points in your leiter, ~)' )'OOl' 
We suppori !!Toups that examine the environmental Sen. Helms specifically seeks to The House of Represenutives unfortunate characterization of 
moves being ChlTie-.d out by the government and private limit the funding activities of the Committee on Appropriations COIltempoouy an. Your statements 
. 0 rural . thi th ·NaIional Endowment for the Arts by recognized the endowment's reflect a Jack of awareness about ('.()mparues. ur na resources are a precIOUS ng at spccifyin~ the kind of art which he remarkable record in pointing out what an is, 'bow and by whom it is 
cannot be replaced by anything that mankind can create on oonsiders unaa:epI3bIe. W'aiIe this is tItat: ,p!ged. and JeI!.IIding the immediate 
its own. a oom~ issue, which has ~ "During its exisIe.nre, theNEA has IS.\lle - what kind of rultuml c1ima1e 
Prote~t groups have often been regarded as valiant and much debate, Mr. Black did an approvea approximately 85,000 is necessary to encourage creative 
. ul th . 1 be" fj th f admirable jlb of repating how SIrlt lYrllnLS to arts organizations and to exceIlerx:e. 
conscIence so s at acbve y pursue ae s at many 0 IegisIaIion could affect aitisrs in our . ~~duaIs, of which Jess than 20 On Dec. 4,the School of Art and 
us hold. The civil rights groups of the 1960s, the anti- conur.uniIy. . have been charged with viohl..ting Design, L'lrough its visiting arts 
nuclear protesters of past and present and the On Wednesday, Sept 20, Robert pu?1ic interest because of frivolity, program, will be hostins; a panel in 
environmentalists who protest every form of natural R. Oleson, from the General indeoencyoreduJic~ L"le Student Center ArdilOrium on Accounting Department, wrote an In odIt2' wads, less than ooe-four1h ;::ensorship in the arts. Nationally 
destruction from saving the whales to stopping the . equally articulate response to the of one-tentb of one~,nt of tbe .JqJUtabIe panl:I.bt have already been 
destruction of the Amazonian rain forests.are generally·' editor outlining why he felt the total numbec~fgralUs aroused.,..inviltld. 
well-accepted by the public. govemmau should 110l supJXWt the .. poIeStS." ... . . . May I extend to you a personal 
However, there are groups that sometimes have flaws arLS and claiming that cries of Publicopiniooaminues109IpIUt inviJation? - Ed Shay, professor, 
that mar their valiant causes and bring about less desirable reruosbipmerelycloudtheissle. IheNabooalEnoowmentlOrtheAl1s. ScbooIot ArtaodDeiign. 
eV1n~eful protest is as far as followers of the Earth First Student conduct Code a good one 
organization should go ill expressing its beliefs against the The news item in the DE on indeed belpruL insIructOl' to give a gra.de which I 
cutting in Trail of Tears State Forest. Se~t. 22, regarding the During my tenure here as th~ strongly suppnr"~ but a pei"S:)O'S 
ROGER FEATHERSTONE. an organizer for Earth un appines;; of Professor Varol chair of the Physics DeparUr.alt, right to defeml himself against an 
with the student conduct code is I found the code to be run only 2ilegatic>:J as guaranteed by the 
First, stated that members are willing to go as far as very intriguing. fair but helpful in resolvin~ Cmsti1ution. 
breaking certain laws for the sake of a moral issue. This The key issue in the case conflicts (including cheating) The University and its legal 
extends to as far as breaking machinery and equipment that mentioned therein i:i nat ~ right involving an instructor and a council should be commended 
of an instructor U) give a grade student. for safeguarding this righL One 
are used in the logging operation. but the right of an allege person's Despite the complaint of Dr. could, however, raise the point 
To break laws in this manner for this cause is not the right to have a hearing. Varol, the code did work in the whether 01' not it would have 
answer the group should be looking for. 111ere is nothing in the student case mentioned in the paper and been prudent to note the 
The group's mission, in this case, was to make a point. conduct code that takes away the die instructor's failing grade was instructor's grade was allowed to 
right an instructor to give a grade. upheld~ SIand.. 
which it did. However, students do have a The code merely ratifies the Lastly, Dr. Varol's assertion 
Points can be made without breaking the law, being right to know tbe basis on which basic fairness doctrine of the that a majority of instructors 
arrested or resorting to more drastic measures. That is the a grade is given. The code mereiy Constitution and is in line with violates the code is an allegation 
- protects students from the student conduct codes that I sadly deplore and question. 
pomt unjustifiable grades without adopted by other major I do not !.now anyone who has 
A better place for paper 
The other day while :'usy the official informed me th..:t the 
wo.rking on some stories and paper "geLS thrown away," but I 
assignments et Faner Computing didn't get a satisfactory answer to 
Affairs Lab, an idea struck me. the question about who pays or 
This occurred while an Epson the paper in the first place. 
printer was successfully defeating Ask ,rourself this: Can it be 
me, by ~ot cllowing '!Ie ~ print "more important that we 
my stones out, that IS Without concern ourselves with the 
wasting twice as much computer destruction of our natione! 
paper a~ was really needed to woodlands, which happens to be 
accomplISh my work. a highly noble cause when at the 
This idea became grating on same ume under o~ very nosP--s 
my conscious, as I wonder where tne-re are sever problems located 
all of the paper was gomg that inside the sru-e infrastructure.? 
was being continually tossed into SIU-C is a lemarkable 
thi: large trash bins that are institution which I am proud to 
loc!l~ed throughout the computing be a part of, but it must from time 
faclhty. to time examine itself critically, 
Approaching the official at the and be OP(\D to change and 
business desk and politely asking refo~. . . . 
about this issue tha: I lately had ~ hen"tills ~~,place, It Will 
becomc interestcd ill, made me ~gm a rccy~lmg effect on :.be 
quite disappointed. dJsposable atutudes of all of us. 
-:- John Burke, rreshman, 
l·wal;d,~fill;lely shOCked··wileil· l!eDerai studies. 
Page 4, Daily Egyptian, Septem::"'r 29, 1989 
infringing upon the right of an univtnities of the United States. done that. This case, which is 
instructor. . It has worked well here for blown out of proportion, <Ires not 
I have disciplinea su...~LS for many other cases. It would be warrant any charlge to lb..-. code. It 
cheating at Yale- and at Indiana imprudent on the part of the is a g~od code. - F. Bary 
University at BlJomington which senate to alter iL Malik, professor, Physics 
have simIlar co.1es and found it 111e issue is not the right of an Department. 
Don't ~'ait for football to be dropped from SIU 
111e time is now. Don't wail for 
the actual decision for football to 
be dropped bf:fore you do 
something to brin~~ it back. 
Granted our team doesn't win 
every game. Tllat shouldn't 
mauer. The more enthusiasm 
created, the bet~ tile team will 
do. Team spirit is contagious. 
Everyone deserves the right to be 
Editorial Policies 
a part of it. We take f.ride that 
thiS university is wei -rounded 
with a diverse range of programs 
and areas of study. 
Eliminating football would be 
raking away fTOm a well-rounded 
part of our athletic curriculum. 
SIU has already lost two very 
successful teams, gymnastics and 
field hockey. Let's not lose 
SIgned artIcIea, nducIklg IetIen, viewpoInllllllCl oda commenI8ries, reftect 1he 
opInIona 01 their 8UIhon only. UMIgned ediIoriaIa ,....t • ___ of !he 
~ Egypllan Board, wi1OII8 mernbIn _!he 8Iudad ecIiIcJHH:hIef, !he ecIItoriIII 
page ediIor, the IIMOdatIt edi1DriaI page editor, • _ .u;tf __ • 1he faculty 
managing editor and. School of JournalIsm t.cuIty _ .... 
lettats 10 fie editor must be eubrnItted d!:'!ICIIy '" Ihe editorial page editor, Room 
1247, Communication. Building_ I.A!tt .... Mould be typewritten and double 
..,.... AI \ellen _ .ubject 10 ec!lilng and wit be /ImIIed 10 SOIl word&. let1ars 
'- than 250 words will be given pre'-'oe for publication. SIUdenIll must 
identify 1hemseI_ bydau ... ad maJor, tacuIIy mernbIn by rank and department, 
ROIHIC8demIc ISlaJf by position and departmenL 
leiters forw.~ verification of authorship cannot be made will not be published. 
another. 
Our student body needs to lake 
more pride in our football 
. program as well as. our school as 
a whole. Let's begin a new 
tradition and suppon our football 
team! - Kim Verbeck, Mickey 
Tyler, Sue Sumnarski, Michelle 
Towler and KeiJy Paris, seniors 
in public relations. 
A:£/JJTO/? 8;UirreR e,:YOV 




By Jackie Spinner 
StaftWriter 
W ben the Bill of Rights expahds, the fn:edoms ar.d rights of the Americar. people expand When 
the Bill of Rights relnlCts, so do the rights of 
the AmMcan people. 
"But the public doesn't undel'stand as well 
as it should those changes." Yale University 
Professor of Law Hany Wellifl8lOO, said 
He said fonner Aruxney General Edwin 
Meese did a poor job of promoting the Bill 
of Ri..o;hts IDlder the Reagan administration 
and as., restdt,lhe Bill of Rights does not 
have the kin1 of popular support it should. 
HOwr;VER, RODNEY Smona. director 
of the Institute of Bill of Rights Law at the 
College of William and Mary in 
Williamsburg, Va., said Ihe Bill of Rights 
should not have popular support because Cd 
itspurpose.. 
"The purpose is 10 restrain majori!."; rule 
so the Bill of Righls a1\V!lYS is going 10 be 
IDlpopular by definition," Smolla said 
Smolla said if the Bill of Rights was p0p-
ular it would "have DO guts. .. 
A pOll published in the May 28, 1989 
issue of the New York limes showed that 
4( pm:ent of !he 60') peopIe polled knew 
tha< the Bill of Rights consisted of !he first 
10 amendments. 
THE SURVEY c:oncIuded that 
Americans only know marginally more 
:!bout die Constitution aullhe Bill of Rights 
than &hey did 40 years IJ8O. 
Smolla said QD the surface dial may loct 
bad but Americans generally do know their 
freedoms. 
In a samp);ng "-~ SIU-C students taken 
from a general education public speaking 
class, a music wind ensemble and an 
English 472 Shakespeare class, 80 pereent 
of the 67 polled knew that the Bill of Rights 
had 10 amendments. 
WHEN TIlE sampling is broken down 10 
IDlderclassmen and upperclassmen. 84 per-
cent of the underclassmen answered 1() 
compared 10 78 percent of !he upperclass-
men. 
American Ovil Li~ Union SIaff 
member Lisa Beattie said people need 10 
become more aware of their rights. 
Bill of Righ~s Survey 
Percent of students who recalled Bill articles. 
High court 
Ignores core 
values - ACLU 
By Jar,lde Spinner 
Staff Writer 
A fter two hundred years of life, !he Bill of Rights celebrates a history of expansion and retraction. 
And like any living, breathing cxganism. 
the Bill of Rights celebrates changes, 
changes made by the descendents of the 
very people who gave it breath. 
American Civil Liberties Union staff 
member Lisa Beattie said !his year has been 
a "disaster' for American civil rights. 
WITH THE Supreme Court under Chief 
Justice William Rehnquist. Beattie said !he 
court is turning its back on core American 
values. 
"Over the last few decades we've seen 
expansion of the Bill of Rights, but we are 
now losing a lot of ground QD S;)DIC key 
issues with !he Rehnquist court," she said 
Rodney Smolla, professor of law at the 
College of William and Mary in 
W!lliamsbwg, Va., said Ihe most significant 
issue with the Bill of Rights is free speech. 
SMOLLA SAID the flag burning case is 
an example of a First Amendment issue that 
won't go away. 
The Supreme Court ruled 54 in July that 
prohibiting flag desecration is unconstitu-
~~=es 8peroon'S right 10 
Univen.it'j tlnenIUS 'Pro{<::sso< ~ 
Nelson said !he flag burning conttoversy is 
"Idnd of silly· but rhe abadioo issue repre-
sents a more divisive COIJIrovel'S)' to rhe Bill 
of Rights. 
BEATIlE SAID the Supreme Courts 
abonion ruling invited a new round of 
restrictive legislature that substantially 
erodes !he rights of women. . 
The July 3 ruling sent the abortion issue 
back 10 !he state legislatures. 
The court also ruled June 23 that states 
can sentence juveniles and menially retarded 
ofI~~)death. 
Beattie :.aid Ihis ruling is another step 
back for civil rights. 
YALE UNIVERSITY Professor of Law 
Hany Wellington said !he application of the 
Bill of Rights 10 !he Slates through criminal 
prooedwe during the 1960's continually is 
"When dlCy become more aware of their 
rights, it brings !he righls 10 life," Beattie 
said 
Righi 10 Vote· 16.... one of Ihe most debated issue of the Bill of 
FreedofTI of Religion 18" Rights.. 
In 1961, the court hcld that Stales were 
She said 100 maqy American lake for 
granted Ihe freedoms guaranteed 10 Ihem by 
the Bill of Rights. 
Freedom of the Press 21" bolllld by !he exclusionary rule, which pre-
"_,,;~R~i9~hl~to~B~ear~A~rm~S~~36~"J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!J11 vents illegally seized evidence from being IL Freedom of Speech 67" used in court. 
·lheR.f1~1OVoIE!wasnotg~~tleIWlOffLohai Souroe'~E01PNJISurwey 
See BIlL, Page 6 See OPINION, Page 6 




By Jpekle Spinner 
Staff'nriter 
T he Bill of Rights celebrat-ed its birthday Monday two centuries after the 
first U.S. Congress gave it life. 
CoL George Mason of Virginia 
first suggested the idea for a bill of 
rights to be included in the 
Constitution during the last ~ion 
of Ihe Constitutional Convention. 
Mason, who said Ihe bill "would 
give great quiet to the people." 
proposed that a bili of rights could 
Madison brought the Bill of Rights before the 
First Congress In 1789 despite the objections of 
other congressmen who said a stable government 
was more important. 
be prepared in a few hours Col the 
men's inspections. 
Bur WHEN !he motion on the 
question for a committee 10 pre-
pare a Bill of Rights came before 
the assembly. it unanimously 
failed.The Constitution, Iherefore, 
went on to be ratifieJ without a 
Bill of Rights. 
But James Madison, who laler 
became known as the famer of the 
Bil! of Rights, would not let the 
idecidi( . 
IN FACT, Madison brought a 
proposal for the Bill of Rights 
before the First Congress in 1789 
despite objections from Roger 
Sherman a'ld other congressmen 
who said a stable government was 
more importaDl business than a 
Bill of Rights. 
On June 8, 1789, Madison read 
to the House his plan of amend-
ments. His proposals covered all 
ten articles that later were adopted 
by Congress. 
SIX WEEKS later on July 21, 
1789. Madison reintroduced his 
plan 10 the Congress. where it was 
approved and sent to Ihe Ser.ate 
Aug. 24 as 17 Pl'"..posed !t:l1end-
ments. 
A joint conference of both 
chambers was called 10 smooth out 
the rough edges of Madison's pro-
posals and on Sept. 25, 1789 both 
houses had approved the twelve 
amendments. 
TWO OF THE twelve amend-
ments, one concerning the size of 
the House and the other the com-
pensation of Congres.~, were not 
rdtificd by the Slates. 
Within one year's time, nbe leg-
islatures had ratified the Hill of 
Rights and V"uginia followed with 
amtification Dec. 15,1791 that put 
!he Bill of Rights inlO law. 
The three remaining original 
states, Massach&"ClIS, Connecticut 
and Georgia ''ratified'' Ihe Bill of 
Rights in 1941 for its 150th 
anniversary. 
RODNEY SMOLLA, member 
of the Constitution Bicemennial 
Commission, said Ihe commission 
plans 10 build up mome:-:arn for 
the actual Bill of Rights anniver-
sary in December 1991. 
Smolla said the commission 
pians a major public oommemora-
tionoftheBiUofRighldor 1991. 
Daily ~IWI. September 29, 1989, Page 5 
CODE, from Page 1------
Graphic by Mikit Dalley 
tion of the area code 708 will 
not affect customer rates or 
seven-digit telephone numbers. 
"No matter where you are in 
the 708 or 312 area, the cost of 
a call between the two area 
codes will not change," Eibe) 
said. "'!be only change wjjJ be 
the need to dial an area code." 
While rates won't change, 
how customers dial will change, 
Pope said. A customer calling 
from the suburbs to Chicago 
wiil need to dial 1 plus area 
code 312 and the seven-digit 
number. For calls from Chicago 
to the suburbs, customers will 
need to dial 1 plus area code 
700 and the seven-digit number. 
The three-digit area code sys-
tem was designed in the 19405 
to provide an orderly way to 
accommodate the growth of 
cities. Chicago's 312 area code 
had 10,000 telephone number 
combinations for each prefix 
(the flfSt three digits of a seven-
digit telephone number). 
By \he end of \981, mi.noi.s 
Bell had assigned all bUI 51 of 
the available prdixes. ~ are 
CWTently five million telephone 
':'lumbers being used in the 
Chicago metropolitan area, a 
press rclease said. 
Pope said. "At this pace, by 
the end of 1989 there would be 
no prefixes available for the 312 
area code. lliinois Bell would 
run out of seven-digit numbers 
for its customers." 
When area codes where fJI'Sl 
introduced. a caller in Chicago 
would call a telephone company 
operator and say, "Give me 
Denver," and the operator in 
Chicago would use the area 
code to connect the caller to a 
Denver operator, who would 
complete the call, according to a 
Bell Communications Research 
news relr.a..oe. 
In 1951, direct long-distance 
dialing by customers was intro-
duced and the assignment of 
area code numbers was intro-
duced so the customers could 
place their own calls without 
going through an operatOr. 
SOCIETY, from Page 1--
to a ground floor fOC'Ill. 
Beattie said that he was not 
aware of the y ... mlem until Clarke 
Drazen called him several days 
before the concert. 
"I spt..+j> with her on the phone 
and we agreed to cbange any 
future receptions to an accessible 
location," he said. 
"She agreed to come to the con-
cert and I made arrangements for 
De Bottazzi to meet Mrs. Drazen," 
he said. 
Clarke Drazen said she was 
angry because Thesday's reception 
was sponsored by the Beethoven 
Society of Pianists, of which she is 
a member. "I pay to be a member 
but yet I'm not able to go to the 
reception," she said. 
Beattie said Clarke Drazen 
became a member of the society a 
few weeks ago and bas donated 
$10 to the society. 
"The only receptions we've held 
in Stuyock are for the flfSt perfor-
mance of the season, because that's 
usually the largest crowd." Beattie 
said. "All the other performances 
and receptions are held in the Law 
School, which is completely acces-
sible to the disabled. " 
OPINION, from Page 5--
"Tlie reason you have those 
rights," Beauie said, "is because 
the Aa..U has been there to fight 
for those rights when they have 
been violated. " 
When the studints were asked if 
they would vote in favo.- of a Bill 
of Rights if it wa~ put on a referen-
dum, 95.5 peteent answered yes. 
Smolla said if the Bill of Rights 
was put to a vote before the 
Americar.: people, it might win 
over a longer period of time. 
"The bill of Rights has a fighUng 
chance," be added. 
All of the underclassmen polled 
said they would vote in sllppOrt of 
the Bill of Rights, while 92.8 per-
cent of the upperclassmen 
answered in support. 
University of U.Iin<,;S Professor of 
l..:!w Ronald Rotunda said he has a 
101 of iaith in the American people. 
"Each generation has to learn to 
respect the Bill of Rights," 
Rorunda said. 
Of the students polled, 33.5 per-
cent named freedom of speech as . 
one of the components of the Bill 
of Rights. 3g percent of the under-
classmen named freedom of 
speech compared to 30.9 percent 
of tbe uppen:Iassmen. 
APPLICATION, 
from PageS 
Then in 1963, the court 
ruled tilat a defendant 
charged with a felony is enti-
tled to a lawyer. 
Nelson said the next ques-
tion being raised is at what 
point in time must the state 
provide counsel for the 
defendant. 
In 1966, the court ruled in 
Miranda vs. Arizona that 
police must adhere to judicial 
rules and procedures for 
guaranteeing suspects their 
rights to remain silent and 
have a lawyer. 
Pag-.,.e,DNly £rvptian;September~ 1989 ..... --- ~ - -. - --- - - - " 
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ACllON, from Page 1--
protestors and a member of the 
Regional Association of 
Concerned Environmenlalists, jus-
tified the protest, saying that the 
selective cutting of the area is very 
damaging. 
Tears and you come back and you 
tell us that what they've done; out 
there is acceptable," Bouton said 
after the protest had broken up. 
"Anybody who has any question 
at all if we're just total lunatics 1 
dare you to go out to that Trail of 
The action was planned late 
Wednesday night at a meeting held 
aetel the Earth First Road Show 
performance at the Unitarian 
Fellowship, 301 W. Elm St. 
{----------------------------------~------------~ 
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I Large 14" Cheese Pizza $777 ! ! w/additional topping & two 160z. R.C. Colas! 







-never a cover charge-
~~ n ~...-~ 
FRIDAY DINNER BUFFET $4.95* 
(Includes 10 main dishes, 9 appetizers, salad ~ and fresh fnlit) 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY AIL DAY BUFFET 
Lunch: (l1-4pm) $3.95· 
Dinner: (4-9pm) $4.95'" 
BUY ONE, GET SECOND 112 PRICE! 
·Bring in this Ad for a FREE soft drink. 457-451 
Gay &.. Lesbian 
Peoples Union 
New Members Night 
Friday, September 29,1989 
@1:00 p.m.intheVideoLoungce; on the 4th Roor of the Student Center. 
JOIN US for an evening of socializing and meet the 
officers of GLPU. Find out more about women's 
and men's support groups, upcoming events and 
alternate lifestyles In general. If you are bisexual, 
lesbian. or gay, or have a mend who Is, you are 
Invited to attend. Everyone Is welcomel 
For more Information call: 453-5151 











$18.95 most COli 
Oil change. filter & 
labor $14.95 
.. mootCOII 
Wright Tire Muffler 
& ""Auto Service 
N.IL 
Kegman Says: 




6 Pack Bottles 
~. s822 
Cas. 0' Cans 
Labatts L39 
Blue Su-
12 Pack Bottles 
~~$}I $322 
12 Pack Cans 
Sto.graDl's i Uown 
Free 2L 7ap $1022 
1.75 Utre 
Mr. Boston $2.00 
tJIoco.mlnt ~ 2.00 ..... 




It Uten $412 
William Bates 
White Zinfandel $38 
750ml 
Prices Good Only At: 
flBC LIQUOR MfiRT 




Other M;orts Located ir, 
f.urrl~ld 
Clt'nlf.olh", 
Ad Good Thw '011/89 
ROAD, from Page 1--
saving things from greater 
hann," Featherstone said. "As 
far as Earth Firsters doingllle-
gal activities, yes, we do. We 
do direct action," he said. 
He said examples of direct 
action are members pladng 
themselves between heavy 
equipment used for timber har-
vest and the Irees, or "tree sit-
ting" in trees scheduled for har-
vest. 
Featherstone said "monkey 
wrenching," one of Earth Fust's 
primary lactics, involves activi-
ties that hurt non-living crea-
lUreS, such as making a bulldoz-
er inoperable. 
Clifford used music played on 
six-string acoustic and acoustic 
slide guitars and lyrics about 
nature ~ .ap~ ~ ~ ~ti.<>ns 
of those liSlening. 
One of Clifford's songs was 
about the disappearance of the 
dinosaurs. The song proposed 
that the same thing could hap-
pen to humans if abuse of our 
world continues. Lyrics in 
"Endangered Stranger" said 
"the next endangered species 
could be you." 
In narration, Featherstone 
said, "Our g\wemment is not 
going to s:Jve our wilderness for 
us. We've given them a chance. 
If we don't do it, it won't get 
done." 
Featherstone appealed for 
public support, asking people 10 
speak, write letters and testify 
on beha1f of the wilderness. 
"The worst enemy we have 
today is apathy," Featherstone 
said. 
A Carbonda1e man was arrested 
and charged with driving under the 
influence of alcohol and disobey-
ing a stop sign at 9:28 a.m. 
Thursday, University Police said. 
Gary E. Neu, 31, Town and 
Country Mobile Homes, was 
observed by police as he failed to 
SlOp at a slOp sigll 81 the intersec-
tion of Oakland Avenue and 
Cbataqua Street, police said. 
He failed a field sobriety test and 
a breathalizer test. 
Neu was unable to post bond 
and was taken ki Jackson ColDlty 
Jail 
,_a Mooch PG 
LAWSUIT, from Page 1~---- FIi: (5:30TWL) 7:45 9:55 12:00 SI£ 12al2:45 (53Jl\\\.j 7".4S9S5 121lO Sun: 12:30 2:45 (5:30 TWL) 7:459:55 
move to Marion olt!\.iai. 
''The store in Carbondale will be 
closed only when the new mall is 
finisbed." Petez Ellison, Sears' real 
estate director, sail!. "We're not 
going to discontinoe service-to our 
customers." 
Marion residents Ron Emery 
- and S.D Caste1Iano, who also are 
included in the litigation against 
Marion because they claimed the 
e;rigina1 T1F prognm1 didn't com-
ply with state guidelines, opposed 
CORPSE, 
from Page 3--
D. Eric Billingsley and Chris 
Mitchell, who is- running from a 
gang and who,like Evelyn. d.!sper-
ately needs money. 
The play starts out rather slow. 
The common auempts at bumor 
are virtual failures and !he shock-
ingly phony English accents deter 
from !he plOL 
However the play redeems itself 
in f e second half as it exhibits 
successful special eff(l('~ and true 
~ot, then, becomes excit· 
ing, the action starts and "Corpse!" 
becomes a real killer. 
It is directed by Pete Housman 
and runs Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1,6, 7. 
8. 13, 14 andIS. 
The second production. James 
GolJman's "Lion in Winter," 
which will open Nov. 24, is a com-
edy-dnuna about a family conflict. 
The family is that of Henry II, 
King of England. _ 
According to Cmig Hinde, pub-
lic relations director. "Lion in'-
Winter" is "8 beautiful, powerful 
play with light moments &Ild biting 
satire." It will be directed by 
An:hibald McLeod. _ .. 
-"The Shadow Box.,':' by-MicIuirJ 
Ouistofer, is a moderll pl:;.y with a" 
hospice setting. Hinde said he felt 
it is not a downer, but poignant and 
humorous. 
The play consists of three stories 
intertWined and almost simultane-
ous. It opens Feb. 16 and is direct-
ed by Roy Weshinskey. 
A beauty shop in 8 southern 
town is the seWAg of the last play 
of the season. "Steel Magnolias," if 
it is available from the publisher. 
According to Hinde., the play is 
so new that it bas not yet been 
released for amateur productioo. 
Hinde said that he feels the play 
is a "well done slice of life, light 
andupbeaL" 
He explained that the company 
planned to do a play last year that 
was not yet released, and every-
thing worked out. He said he 
hopes for the same luck this year. 
It will be directed by Elisabe!h 
(Garretson) Lehr and will open 
April 20. 
The tickets are $6 for Friday and 
Saturday evenings and 54 for 
Sunday-matinees. Season tickets 
are $20 and $16. 
Marioo's new decision. 
Castellano said it appears that 
Marion Mayor Roben Butler is 
abandoning the other businesses 
_ ~hQ depended on the TIF pro-
grams and he has no plans 11) drop 
hislawsuiL 
Emery said be thought the 
Marion council was too quick to 
make such major changes and he 
felt they only looked into the issue 
"supenlCia1ly." 
Friday Saturday Sunday 
1} Uncle Buck 
wi John Candy (PGJ 
2) Twins (PG] 
Bahnen PG-'3 
Fri: (4:45 TWL) 7:159:45 12:00 
Sal: 2:00 (4:45 TWL) 7:159:45 12:00 
Sun: 2:00 (4:45 TWL) 7:15 9:45 
Incllnnn Jo_. III PG-13 
Fri: (4:45 TWL) 7:309:55 
Sat: 2:00 (4:45 TWL) 7:159:45 
Sun: e:OO{4:45.TWl)7:1S 9:3)) 
D_d P .... Socioty PG 
Fri: (5:30 TWL) 8:00 11:30 
Sat: 2:15 (5:30 TWL) 8;00 1t:30 
Sun: 2: 15 (5:30 TWL) 8:00 
C •• kl. R 
Fri: (5:45 TWL) 8:00 9:55 12:00 
Sal: 12:15 2al(5:451'1ot)8:009S5121lO 
Sun: 12:152:30 (5:45TWL) 8.-00 9".ss 
Aby_ FG.' 3 
Fri: (5:00 TWL) 7:45 11:30 
Sat: 1:45 (5:00 TWl) 7:45 11:30 
Sun: 1:45 (5:00 TWl) 7:45 
Unci. Buck PG 
F,j; (5:15TWL) 7:30 1.':45 11-45 
Sat: 12al 2:45 (5:151Wll 7:309:45 11:45 
Sun: 12:30 2:45 (5:1 5 lWl) 7:30 9:45 
MiU_1um PG-13 
Fri:(5:l5lWl) 7:159:30 ":45 
Sat 12:00 2:15(5.15 N4.j 7:15P3:) 11:45 
Sun: 12:00 2:15 (5:15 TWL) 7:159:30 
Music So Country that Don Williams 
would feel comfortable on stage. 
To Reserve a Table Call 549-8221 
October j'Ih Area Code 618 Returns! 
A band you can have fun With, or as fred would do, make fun of. 
Remember FRED'S for arlies and fundraisers_ 
Southern Illinois University at 




I f A New Play By'::" t1 Patricia 5-weet 
, : , r 1 ~ : i' . ,. • ~ i ~ ; . .- • i ! I ~: : 
When Harry 
_ Met Sally ... ~ 
Dally 5:30 7:30 9:30 
SAT & SUN MATINEES 1:45 3:30 
Dally 4:45 7:00 9:15 
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:15 
Sorry, No Passes Accepted 
DaUy 4:30 7:00 9:20 
SAT" SI-'" MA11NEE 2:00 
"**** Do'l miss 
'Black Rain! As close 10 






: s-r.,.. due lUI EM fUm _pan'r" : 
.,...trk1Iooa •• $"~rS ... eram!~r • 
~~:~·~::~;;;.;;.I~:Q:.£.: ~ 
Dally 4:45 7:15 9:45 
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00 
"THE SEASON'S ARTEST 
_ A~O ~.!:ttJJ~§T. ~~L~!," . :.~ 
"A GREAT FILM! 
UNUKE ANY OTHER RLM YOU'VE EVER SEEN!" 
~UIOIG.SHEAIf,P1E'11EW5 
"A TRIUMPH! 
THE BEST DEBUT RLM IN MORE THAN A DECADEl" 
QJMDDENBY.N[Wl'OIM~ 
"A MESMERIZING FILM! 
AStONiSHING, EXTRAORDINARY AND ELDQUENn" 
DMD AN5DI. NEWSW&M • 
,"ONE OF 









Dally 5:00 7:15 S:30 
SAT & SUNMATlNEE 2:30 
Daily Egyptian, Septe,mhI~r 29 
I 
Law s~udent is· intern for: FBI; C FBI program to show· 
but they want accountants oppurtunities .in bureau 
University News Service physical exam, a drug test and a But he believes his assignment 
background check which had two turned out for the best 
Illooks like any class picture, special agents walking through his "I didn't get pigeonholed in any 
with rows of cban-<:ul, young men neighborhood asking questions one area--I got to sample a little of 
in jackets and Les and wholesome, about him. everything, and I got to meet a lot 
young women in their Sunday best WiU's group--the largest class of people," Will said. 
Just a group of regular kids. in the program's history-included He was on the White House 
Except that tlte pretty woman in 12 women and 15 men from all lawn when President Bush greeted 
the white dres5, the one with the over the United States. And while Austrailia's prime minister. He 
big smile, is hc·lding a Thompson four, like Witt, had law back- interViewed Dallas Cowboys run-
submachine gun. grounds, those in accounting made ning back Herschel Walker for an 
"I've got one, too," says up the single largest group. article that later appeared in the 
Matthew C. Will, 23, a second- "The FBI loves accountants FBI house organ. He sat in on a 
year law student at SIU-C, as he because there's so much white col- "Nighlline" interview. He 
points to the picture's far-left edge. Iar crime," Wiu said. answered a behind-the-scenes 
Sure enough, there he is - The trip to the FBI's firing phone line during a broadcast of 
immaculately groomed.; short, dark range, where die class picture was "America's Most Wanted." He 
hair neatly in place; a smile any taken, turned out to be the interns' said three out of every four calls he 
onhodontist would love; a gun in only exposure 10 weapons--even answered were prank calls. 
his hand and a liner of bullet cas- for those apprenticed to special While die FBI came under rue . 
ings at his feet agents. earlier this year for some of its 
The photograph is part of a "I sat in headquarters all day, but domestic sllfVeillance activities, 
scrapbook Win keeps on his sum- !hat to me was beuer than skulking Will thinks some surveiUance, as 
mer vacation when he, die woman around with badges and guns," dictated by FBI policy guidelines, 
in white and the 25 other "regular Will said. is needed. He said he thinks some 
kids" ~ the picture spent 11 weeks Working in the public affairs distasteful tasks may be oecessaty. 
wor'tdng fer the FBI. office, he researched and helped "I'm sure that's part of every-
They were employed as interns produce speeches (including one one's job," he said. "There are 
through a program started by die given by FBI Director William S. times when we might have to do 
bureau in 1985, both to enhance its Sessions at a meeting of the FBI's things that personally we feel 
image and to interest students in National Academy), wrote articles against, but it has to be c:l,one 
FBI careecs. Seloction is based in for the bureau's in-house maga--ilecause the job bas 10 be done. But 
part on grades.. zine and fielded inquiries from the I don'l think that far in the 
"I don'J know how I got accept- pres;. future-I think far ahead to stay 
ed, to be honest, .. Witt said. "I Will, a graduate of the criminal out of trouble and to try to keep my 
don't have outstanding academic justice program at the University foot?Utofmy.~outh." 
achieYement." of Wisconsin, took the internship Witt, classlfled GS-6, earned 
But accept him they did--after a hoping to do some criminal work. roughly $325 a week 
Former school officials face fraud charges 
SPRINGFIELD (UP!) - Two 
fonner officials associated with 
Olivet Nazarene University in 
Bourbonnais and a former SlUdent 
of the school were accused 
1.'burIlday of running _ investment 
~\\eme 'hat mal ha'Vehi\ked 
investors in four states out of Ill<R 
than $1 million. 
nlinois Auorney General Neil 
Hanigan announced he has filed a 
civil lawsuit in Kankakee County 
Circuit Court against Lee Lon 
Williams, former head of the 
school's alumni association; Curtis 
K. Brady, a former dean; and for-
mer student Steven M. Sanders. 
Hartigan said the suit cbarges the 
men WJ1au:d lItlJe ~ mu.t 
and securities Jaws. It seeks to 
freeze rile men's assets and Ihose 
of !heir company,llW Associares, 
and bar them fiom doing any fur-
ther business. A criminal investiga-
lion is also W1derway. 
Hanigan said Wllliams, a JXOI1Ii-
nent member of the Olivet church 
in Kankakee, and Brady allegedly 
bilked dozens of church members 
and university alumni out of their 
life savings by offering a grab-bag 
of investments that promised 
returns of. much as 100 )JmlenL 
No cburch or uniWlSity funds were 
involved in the scam. Hartigan 
said. 
University News Sel'iice 
Students considering careecs 
with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation can meet with 
ofiicials at 10 a.m. OcL 6, in 
room 202 at Lesar Law 
Building. 
Led by FBI Special Agent 
Peter C. Groh, the one-hour 
program will deIail the bureau's 
specialty and teChnical posi-
tions and will give information 
on applying for jobs. 
FBI activities include investi-
gations into organized crime, 
white-collar crime and public 
cOfmption. The bureau has 56 
field offices across the nation, 
each with additional satellite 
offices. It employs more than 
9,500 special agents. 
, • I G·..., Inlemallona rocerles 
We carry a wide variety of 'oDds 
• Chinese. • Indian t 
• ~apanese • Arabic . , 
• SE Asian • Korean ~+. 
NEW SH1PMENT ON SUNDAYI _ ~ 
1~0 W MAIN ST 529-1206 =. ~ 
... How' to Take·Tests 
WitholltFalling Apart 
Cope with test anxiety by 
.identifying and controlling 
nonproductive thoughts which 
interfere with test performance. 
Tips on study habits and test 
taking will be covered. 
Co-sponsored by the 
., D-"~""~. ~ar~~rDeve~~pment Center 
.~~. Wednesday, October 4, ,,~,. 3:00-4:30 p.m. 
•w~ . Cen ..... Ohio Room Student Center 
In celebration of our new Horizon 
trains, we're introducing Horizon 
Fares. They're some of the best 
fares we've offered in the Mid-
west It works like ·this~ Buy a 
one-way ~ ticket at the regu-
, .... :.-:.-:;...J.~-~~1:~~~1~1II!!~~;1~;~i=l .... lar price ~ (with no change 
..:. of trains) and we'll bring you back 
home for just $7. That's right, 
$7. Go ahead, surprise Aunt Sue. 
Make Mom and Dad happy. And 
return for just $7. E'3 Because 
the Horizon fleet .. is brand 
new, you'll enjoy modern, up-
to-date equipment. Really comfortable seats. Spacious aisles. Terrific snacks and 
meals. Horizon Fare seats are limited, D so call your travel agent or Amtrak at 
1-800-USA-RAIL. And start expanding 0 your horizons .. 
; .",', .1,,,,,1 ','C "",,'> (lll"t.P' 1. 1989 through December 14.1989 Fares good on selected routes Some restflct,ons may apply 
Justice Rehnqu.ist~s agenda 
forsees conselVative rulings 
WASHINGroN (UP!) - While 
the Supreme Coon will enter the 
1990s grappling with the same 
:ontroversial social issues that 
have dominated its docket for 
many years, the results from a 
newly formed conservative majori-
ty will be far from familiar. 
Last term, a court radically 
transformed during the Reagan 
years showed its willingness to 
scale back OIl decades of rulings in 
the areas of abortion and civil 
rights. The 1989-1990 term that 
opens on the traditional first 
Monday in October should be no 
different and may indeed go far-
ther. 
Chief Justice William Rehnquist. 
with the help of three appointments 
10 the high cOurt by Reagan, put 
IOgether a solid five-vote majority 
last term not seen si.ilCC the 19ros 
when the liberal Warren Coun 
changed the face of constitutional 
law ill such areas as race discrimi-
nation, church-stale relations and 
the rights of those accused of 
crimes. 
However, the Rehnquist coon 
has a conserWiive agenaa. In case--
after case, Rehnquist led the court 
in not only undoing what many 
conservatives viewed as the 
excesses of the court's liberals but 
in making their own law in such 
emerging areas as drug testing, 
The difference was Justice 
Antbony Kennedy, who joined the 
court in February of 1988 and 
promptly lined up with the conser-
vative wing, made up of Rehnquist 
and Justices Byroo White, Sandra 
Day o'Connor and Scalia. . 
Wllh that conse'muive ml\iOrity 
now fmoly entrenched, the court 
will have ample opportunity to 
advance the conservat;ve gains 
made last term as it considers three 
abortion cases that could lead to 
new restrictions on the rights of . 
women first recognized in:he 19n . 
Roe vs. Wade ruling. • 
High court starts new term; 
faces controversial issues 
WASHINGTON (UPI)-
The Supreme Coun opens in 
1989-1990 term Monday fudng 
a series of controversial issues. 
The cases include such issues as 
abortion, school prayer and the 
right 10 die. 
In the cases the courl must 
decide: 
ote is protected by the First 
Amendment's guarantee of free-
dom of religion. This is the 
coon's second look at a case 
thal involved two American 
Indian drug abuse counselors 
fued for use of peyote. 
Civil Rights 
_ Whether there is a constilo-
Abortion tionaI right 10 refuse or suspend 
- The constitutionality of medical treatment 
Illinois regulations that place _ The so-cal1ed right 10 die. 
extensive ·regulations on abor- The court agreed to hear an 
tion clinics. Lower courts found appeaI brought by the parents of 
that applying the laws at> abor- Nancy Beth Cruzan, who has 
tion clinics would fon:e them 10 been in an irreversible coma 
become the "functional equiva-lent of small ~t"I .. " since January 1983, seeking 
'~Y"""" review of a ruliLg by the 
- The coostitutiooality of an Missouri Supreme CourL 
Ohio 8Iati1te th<u places restric· _ If a federal coun can 
tions .on a minor's right to an' impose a tax increase on citi-
abortJon. The case co~ a zens of a local school disIrict 10 
)9~ ~ge 10 !Ill Ohi~ law pay for a desegregation plan.. ~ req~ parenllil!Wtifica- -The court will hear arguments in 
non by phYSIC!BDS who inteIK! 10 the case brought by IhC state' Of' 
perform. abortions on unmarried Missouri seeking review of a 
women under ~ • of .18. ruling by the 8th U.S. Circuit !I The COIIsI1~onality of a Court of Appeals. 
MID~esota ahomon law ~at • Whether universities can 
reqwres 1KJt!I JXl!eDts be.notified \\lthhold from the Equal ~fore a mlDor s abo~on an~ Employment Opportunity 
unposes a 48-hour W81tmg pen- Commission peer review male-
od. rial used in the tenure granting 
process in a case involving the 
Scheduled cases UniversityofFennsylvania. 
. range from estab-. m:. ~~.:.::~c::ral~ci~ 
ishing constitut_council to enact :2 minority 
. /' f housing plan in a long-standing lona /ty 0 state dispute involving adal discrim-
.Jegu/~tions~n,,;.~ .. ;: =g~!~~~~= 
pbortlon to an (ill .;'~':",~; N.¥. .. »,<.",;..,,':. ~,_"_",, ;.:: •. 
company accus8d ;'" . Crime and punislunem 
of price discrim..: _ If a court order oompelling 
ination. a Maryland woman to produce her child for examination by 
The coon could also give its 
approval to opening the doors of 
America's public schools to orga- .. 
nized religion for the first time 
since i! outlawed state-sanctioned First Amendment 
oificials violated the woman's 
Fifth Amendment right against 
self-incrimination. The coon 
ordered the woman 10 produce 
the child 10 determine if she had 
beaten the child. 
classroom prayers in 1962. _ The constilUliona\ity of the 
And,iQ It case that has a huge federal Equal Access Act 
potential rori::ontro~, the court designed to allow religious 
will decide if the ConsIitution con- groups 10 meet in public higb 
ft'zs on -citizens the righllO end the schools. The law, tested in a 
life of loved ones who are in II'., case from Omaha, Neb., applies 
coma '>to any public high school 
Bruce Fein, a conservative court I\lCeMng money from the feder-
watcher, believes the court will al governmenL It states that if 
continue on the path it fonowed schools allow such groups as a 
last year, although it may be chess club to meet on school 
slowed by the fact that the cases in propt'lty they become an "open 
the new term haven't "been forum" and must also allow 
sIlaped by the lcnowledge that the access to such groups as a Bible 
cowt has taken this 11Im." . study club. 
He noted that (3e5 take )aIS 10 • H the religious use of pey-
wort: their way up 10 the S~ 
Court and \egal sttategies, such as 
how to frame a law suit, must be. 
set long before the cme gets 10 the 
highcoun. 
In an interview, Fein predicted 
the ovenum of Roe. further retreat 
in civil rights and more ~
dation for religion. 
A.E. Dick Howard, a former 
Supreme Court law clerk and law 
professor at the University of 
Vu-ginia, said in an interview that it 
is "fair to say we saw the new 
majority emerge last year and the 
Rehnquist court has arrived. .. 
He said it will be interesting to 
~ what the court does now that 
the conservatives have "the votes 
to call the shots. .. 
However, Howard noted that the 
·'new conservative majority fmds 
the taTain very different from what 
it was when the last oonservative 
majority controlled the court." 
"It is simply not in the cards 10 
roll back much of what happened 
in the last quaner of a cenuuy," he 
said in reference 10 such landmarks 
as the coon's rulings in desegrega-
tion and rights for those accused of 
crimes.-
Which is not to say the g~t 
landnwks of the Wam:n Court or 
Burger Court will remain 
untouched. Howard sees a "pr0-
cess of erosion ... not a repudia-
tion," 
The court could also 
give it's approval to 
opening the doors of 
America's public 
schools to organized 
religion. 
The top cases already accepted 
for review by the coon this term 
include those involving: 
-A Minnesota law requiring 
that both parents be notified before 
a minor's abortion and imposing a 
48-hour waiting period. 
-An Ohio statute that requires 
parental notification by physicians 
who intend to perform abortions OIl 
Business 
• Whether manufacturers 
such as Texaco can sell their 
product to wholesalers at a 
lower price tt.an 10 retailers. A 
federal jury in WaminglOll state 
found Texa~o gUilty of price 
discriminalion for selling gas 10 
11 Spokane retailers at higher 
prices than to two independent 
wholesalers. 
unmarried women under the age of 
18. 
-An Illinois law regulating 
abortion clinics, such as requiring 
elaborate air condinoning systems 
of the kind found in operating 
rooms designed for major~. 
-The constitutionality of the 
federal Equal Access Act designed 
10 allow religious groups 10 meet in 
public high schools. 
-Whether the religious use of 
the peyote plant is protected by the 
First Amendment's guarantee of 
freedom of religion. This is the 
court's second look at the case that 
involved two Amencan Indian 
drug abuse counselors fired for use 
of peyote. 
-Whether there is a constitu-
tional right to refuse or suspend 
medical treatment 
- the so-called right 10 die. The 
court agreed to hear an appeal 
brought by the parents of Nancy 
Beth Cruzan, who has been in an 
irreversible coma since January 
1983. seeking review of a ruling by 




WEEKEND DANCE PARTY 
'.'M". Hottest Dance Club lk Videos in S.I. 
Only $1.00 Cover 
Drink Specials All Night! 
S.l. Howl. New Rt. 13. Carterville 529.3755 
LAitOMA1S PIZZA 
Weekend Specials 
Friday thru Sunday 
1. ONE 16" 1 ITEM PIZZA 
2 QUARTS PEPSI $9.00 
2. 2 MEDIUM 1 ITEM PIZZAS 
2 QUARTS SODA $1 1.50 
3. FAMILY PLEASER. ONE 16" 
1 ITEM PIZZA LARGE SALAD 
2 QUARTS PEPSI $1 0.50 
NOT GOOD WI ANY ornERSPEOAL 
·OELMRY·PICK-UP·EAT IN 
529.1344 
friday &.. Saturday 
ml' ... ...' .. Ha~~crr-:, heads 
-
Sunday 
OPEN JAM NIGHT 
Hosted by the 
MODEitti DAY SAINTS 
Also 
Best Guitarist Contest 
25 cash 
IILLIIIBS PIBLOnl 
t Jj 5 Screwdrivers 
Ke:m~ste:r Now For Pool 
Tournaments 
$ 250 in cash Prizes 
Comedisn's routine in tune 
with everyone's experiences 
By Doug Toole 
StalfWriter 
If someone responds, "Duhhh" 
to a stupid comment you make 
today, that perlOO was probably at 
the Comedy Cellar Wednesday 
night 
Mike Toomey, as part of his 
childhood-oriented comedy rou-
tine, suggested that everyone in the 
audience say "Duhhh" to the next 
person who says something dumb 
or notices something painfully 
obvious. 
Toomey's act was full of obser-
vations about fashion for dads, 
family vacations, driving, older 
brothers and generic products. His 
style was easygoing, his material 
was fresh, and his jokes were c0n-
sistently funny. 
Toomey comylained about 
growing up in a household that 
used generic products with excit-
ing names like "Bread," "Flour" 
and "Cereal" (which contained a 
generic baseball card of a 
"Baseball Player" at the bottom). 
He asked why dads insist on dress-
ing like goofs, wearing ties wide 
enough to be used as ha:nmocks 
at "state license plates" when you 
play by yourself. 
It wasn't just that Toomey was 
funny or delivered his jokes well or 
didn't insult the audience's intelli-
gence that made him such a hit to 
the packed Big Muddy Room. 
What made him good (and almost 
scary) was that people kept saying, 
"Yeah, that used to happen to m(: 
too!" Toomey's stories and rou-
tines came from things 1>0 com-
mon, that almost all the experi-
ences were n:cognizable. 
Another good element of his 
routine was the way the crowd 
responded to him. After he intro-
duced the "Duhhh" as a way of 
putting down idiots without using 
words, the audience shot down his 
hecklers. Whenever someone in 
the crowd said something stupid to 
him, people wodd respond with a 
"Duhhh" and Toomey would con· 
tinue with his act 
and an ensemble of dress """",,, ___ ..-
Throughout the act, Toomey 
demonstrated that he could joke on 
his feet by askin, f::;; audience. par-
ticipation and responding to it. He 
would ask what kind of free sur-
prises were found in cereal boxes, . . 
why ~ght on-long tar 
trips and what kind of traffic tick-
ets people had gotten recendy. He 
never lost control of the situation, 
.he used.the comments in his jokes 
and either dealt quickly with heck-
lers or let the audience do it 
dade socks and~ 
ing the Iawnor going on vacation. 
Family vacations was another 
live topic for Toomey. He 
described having his mother and 
father ride in the front seal of their 
station wagon, his brothers in the 
back seat and himself in the "way-
back". He talked about making rest 
stops, getting lost ("I'm a Dad; 
we're not lost"), playing slugbug 
and asking, "Are we there yet?" 
and having his father answer, 
Comedian Mike Toomey 
keeps the audience 
laughing Wednesday night 
at the Comedy Cellar In the 
Student Center. 
"Yeah. Get 0Ul" while d.e car was 
still moving. 
He noticed it's a lot easier to win 
Toomey had excellent material. 
Anyone who has ever taken a 
long bus trip am sympathize with 
his "one-normal-person ma.d· 
mum" comments about most bus 
lines. He warned that what people 
did in their childhood will follow 
them around forever. 
Campus groups offer a'ternat~ves 
to drinking: Music, sports, panels 
By Chris Wa/ka 
Staff Writer 
The Wellness Center, Student 
Programming Council, Inter Greek 
Council and University Housing 
are combining in a effort to point 
out alternative ways to have fun. 
The campus organizations, in 
conjunction with the National 
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week Oct 15-21, have set up activ-
ities for students. 
WeUne.c;s Center, said a 1.5 mile 
walk around campus will take 
place. Baker said the tour will 
arrive back al the dock at 6: 15 p.m. 
The Inter Greek Council will then 
sponsor a party with an alternative 
bar present A bonfIre and moon-
On Wednesday. a brown- bag-it 
lunch will take place in the Saline 
Room of the Student Center 
between 12 and 1:30 p.m. On 
Wednesday night, a forum will 
take place on Women and Safety 
Issues in the Sllldent Ceru.er. 
light canoe rides also will be avail- A panel of AIDS and mv ab~e band "For Healing Purposes affiicted people will be presented 
Only" will play from 6:15 to 8:15 ~~~~ r: :;e~~ 
P'On Tuesday, a DUJ education ing with the disease. The discus-
fIlm fest will be presented in the sion will occur from 7-9 p.m. 
A campus lakeside walk will International Lounge of the On Friday, a free forum from 10 
. \\.1 l£ATH~R WORkS ~-;.,V~ . Tandy Leather Supply Store /tOp 
Custom Leather Work 
purses • sandles • belts,) wallets • kits 
Alterations & Repair • Leather Jackets 
Carbondale Shoe Repa:r 
Complete Shoe Repair Shop 





herald the start of the week's Student Center from 10 am. to 2 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. will be presented 
events on Monday Oct 15. Groups p.m. Representatives from the on the use of the srat belL A facuI· 
will be leaving the Recreation Students Against Drunk Driving ty awareness day and brown-bag-it . 
Center, Lentz Cafeteria Hall and (SADD) also will be ]lre&2lt lunch will also take place from 12 .' -". 
the Trueblood Cafeteria Hall al A volleyball tournament will to 1 p.m. in the Sangamoo Room 
5:30 p.m., arriving at the boat dock take place from 9 p.m. to I a.m . ./II of the Student Center •. The topic ., 
at about 5:45 p.m. - -the Recreation Ceniei:. Toplay, stu- ... will be Alcohol and DrugIssuesin-~ ..... 
Jose¢-Baker, a counselor althe dents must register before Oct 13. . die woItplace. -
MUSIC: 
Modern Day Saints, 9:30 -
tonight and Saturday at Hangar 9, 
511 S.Illinois. $2 CC"":t. 
Hammer Hea'!lQ, 9:30 tonight 
and Saturday at Gatsby's, Campus 
Shopping Center. 
'lhe. Gordons with Wayne 
~j!;dfJa on fiddle, 9 p.m Saturday 
a. FroJ's Dance Bam, Cambria, II. 
$3.50 cover. 
Boy Girl, Boy Girl, 9 tonight at 
Booby·s.406 S. Illinois. 
~;Iappin' Henry Blue, 9:30 
tonight and Saturday at PK's 308 
s. Illinoi~. No .:ovcr. 
Run rurr Band. 5 p.m. tonigl,! 
and ~ jiin. Saturday at the Holiday 
Inn, 800 E. Main. No cover. 
Proressor SO's Rockin' Oldies 
Show, 9 p.m. Saturday at Pinch 
Penny Pub 700 E. Grand. -
Modern Day Saints, 9:30 p.m. 
Sunday at Gatsby's. 
Mercy, 9 p.m. Sunday al Pinch 
P~nny Pub, 700 E. Grand. No 
cover. 
MOVIES: 
"Jaws," 7:30 and 9:30 tonight 
and Sa,urday at the Student 
Auditorium. sponsored by SPC. 
S!. 
··Sex. lies and "ideotlpe;' (Fox 
Easl~aLC; R) stars Jam~s Spader. 
Andie MacDowell, PeteI'· 
Gallagher.· .and Laura San 
Giacomo. 
SPEqAL EVENTS 
''Motha' 6," 8 p.rn. t.olIight and 
Saturday and 2 pm. Sunday in the . 
Laboratory Tbeater. 
Communications Building. TIckets 
are $3. 
Southern Illinois Chamber 
Orchestra CotJcert, 8 lonight at 
Shryock. 
"Corpse!," 8 tonight and 
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday at The 
Stage Co .. 101 N. Washington. 
Tickets afC $6 for tonight's and 
Saturday's shows and $4 for 
Sunday. 
,- - - -COUPON - - _ ... , 
: SI.Oo OFF : 
I expo 1015-89 I 
I Any Pre - Recorded Music I 
' .. ___ COUPON, __ p' 
North Carolina consid~rs a~pting 
KKK into clean highway program ~-
RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI) - The 
North Carolina Department of 
Transportation is. giving carefui 
review to an application by a Ku 
Klux Klan chapter to join the 
state's Adopt-A-Highway pro-
gram. 
The program allows an organi-
zation to "adopt" a 3CreU:h of high-
way to clean litter from the r0ad-
sides. The state posts a green-and-
while sign crediting the group. 
The ROCkingham County chap-
ter of The Invisible Empire 
Knights, a KKK offshoot, is await-
ing word on its application to the 
program. 
"The request has been received 
and we're reviewing it, and I don't 
have much to add to that," JaHcs 
This Offer good at 
the University MaIl, 
Carbondale & the West 
Park MaIl, Cape 
Girardeau, and is not 
valid with any other 
offers, pasta specials or 
discounts. 
Sughrue, assistant secretary of 
transportation for external affairs, 
said "It is not a usual request and 
therefore it is not being handled in 
the usU?.l mannec.". 
A Klanwatch group Thursday 
said the racist group is attempting 
to justify itself and recruit new 
members through the state civic 
program. 
"I think they're trying to legit-
imize themselves by using a means 
that genuine, civic-minded ~­
zations use to improve life for pe0-
pie," said Mab Segrest of Norm 
Carolinians Against Racial and 
Religious Violence. 
"I don't think their primary 
interest is cleaning up the high-





One coupon per customer. Gratuity and tax 
not~uded. DE 
Mexican ;:;mUlJQJ~~~~-~y,~o~ur~~hoice of our Beef. 
Chorizo, or Combo Burrito, Topped with Lettuce, 
Black Olives, Red0n.!OR....Tomato, and 
Extra Cneese ..........•. : .. <~ ..................... $3.25 
.IlllBRITQ .......................... " ....... . 
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TM Best HulUUI SuchWGft & MtJlukuift 
CuisiMS iIt tJw Ctubo~ A,.. 
sign wasn't there if they would do 
it, if they're that concerned with 
litter." 
Segrest said she planned to COIl-
lact the DOT on the matter. 
Klan groups "have a history of a 
terrorist organization, not a civic 
organization. 1 think that history 
needs to be ta1cen into account 
when the state Transportation 
~ L'Unks about putting a 
sign up that says Ku Klux Klan on 
the highway," Segrest said. 
But Rocky Chapman, the exalt-
ed cyclops of the Invisible Empire 
Knights' chapter in Reidsville, 
N.C., said his group will seek court 
action if their application is reject-
ed 
9 412 E Wabwt Carbondale S49-nlZ 
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Summit on education ends 
with plan to rebuild system 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. 
(UPI) - President Bush and the 
nation's governors ended an 
unprecedented education summit 
Thursday by declaring war or. red 
tape and agreeing on a general pL'lI1 
for rebuilding America's school 
system state by state. 
Bush proclaimed the picture-per-
fect ceremonies a success and 
delivered his thanks to the state 
chie! executives, who gathered at 
the historic University of Virginia 
campus for two days of meetings 
ar.d joined him in iSSuing a five-
page statement on !heir key points 
of agreement 
At the top of the accord, as 
expected, was agreement to set 
national education goals by early 
nex~ year as "a f1I'St step in resnuc-
turing our education system." 
They also called for annual reports 
on progress on "a major restructur-
ing effort in every state." 
Bush said he would 
not increase federal 
funciing of edUcation, 
and states would 
continue to bear that 
burden. -"" 
And while the governors 
aJ)peared to have won wilh lhe 
promise of White House help in 
reducing reslrictions on how feder-
al funds are spent, only lip service 
was paid to their cat! for aid to 
needy prerbool children. 
The goveulors had laid heavy 
emphasis on helping lhe youngest 
Americans in the quest to improve 
the country's schools, but they won 
no commitment on their pleas that 
nutrition and health programs 
dittc\ed at -prescOOo\ youngs\el'S be 
expanded. 
"We understand the limits 
imposed on new spending by the 
federal deficit and the budget pr0-
cess," the final statement said. 
"However, we urge lhat priority 
for any further funding increases 
be given to prepare young children 
in school." 
Bush, closing lhe summit, said 
he and the governors agreed on 
many points during a series of six 
priV3le workshops, including that 
more needs to be eione for 
preschoolers. 
"We reached agreement on lhe 
need for national performance 
goals, on the need for more flexi-
bility and accountability and lhe 
need for resbcl\:"turing and choice •.. 
in education," Bush said, and the 
two sides aiso a!jreed on "Ille need 
for more federal support for lhe 
pre-kindergarten of the educational 
process, normally identified with 
Head Start, but certainly other pro-
&TanlS might fit that description." 
Bush, addressing one of the state 
leaders' key concerns in his clos-
ing address, vow~d to push 
Congress to make "Washington to 
be more flexible, by passing 
reform legis1ation. And I ask you, 
in turn. to ease restrictions on local 
bodies." 
"Unnecessary resuictions are 
lhe enemy of the bold. And bold 
action is what we need most of 
all,'' he said, to punlp new life inro 
public education. 
Such reforms, governors argued 
during lhe two-day conference, 
would give them greater discretion 
in directing funds to need;!d educa-
tional areas. 
The Education Department now 
administers dozens of tightly con-
trolled programs that provide more 
than 522 billion to the sl3leS in a 
variety of areas, from special edu-
cation and vocationid training to 
anti-drug effons and bilingual edu-
cation. 
In the statement, ~ governors 
and the White House said they 
agre.'Xf "to examine fedenII regula-
tions; !!rader current law and to 
move in the . direction of greater 
flexibility ~: .. in·ietiulffor" finn 
commitments to improved levels 
of education and skill training." 
The statement cited some partic-
ular programs. including one that 
prevents equipment bought for one 
program from being used in anoth-
er. 
"In a phrase, we want to swap 
red tape for results, .. the statement 
said. 
Beibre the summit began, Bush 
said he would not increase federal 
funding of education. and the final 
statement said the states would 
"continue to bear that lion's share 
of tile load" of sch..'lOl costs. 
Wl-.i\e Hoose chief of SUIf[ Jolu. 
Sununu told reponcrs the president 
would assist the governors in 
preparing a package ro preser.: w 
Congress. 
"He said he will do whatever he 
can in terms of rules and regula-
tions and wolk with them in devel-
oping legislative ctanges," 
Sununu said. 
Bush's domestic policy adviser, 
Roger Porter, said the Wt.ite gouse 
f1I'St would meet with a governors' 
task force to detennine where and 
wt-.at changes might be needed. 
The governors, through their 
National Governors' Association, 
is to present proposals to the White 
House in February for review. 
In an address earlier Thursday, 
Bush declared: "From this day for-
ward, let us be an America of 
tougher standards, of higher goals 
and a land of bigger dI-eams. .. 
Bush, who said when be oyened 





Va (UPI) -- Feder-dl anti-
drug chief William Bennett, 
who t'<II1Ied a reputation as 
gruff and outspoken while 
Ronald Reagan's education 
secretary, fired away at lhe 
opening of President Bush's 
"education SI1IIU!'.i:." 
Assessing II closed-door 
workshop among the 
nation's govemors on "the 
learning environment," 
Bennett told reporters 
Wednesday, "There was 
standard Democratic pap, 
there was standard 
Republican pap, and there 
was stuff that rhymes with 
pap on both sides, too." 
Drawing laughter from 
reponcrs, grimaces from 
governors and muted gasps 
from administration offiria1s. 
- . Bennett; who"SciVciI"as the 
session's 1I1Oder.1UJr, went 011 
to say much of the discussion 
"took part in lOla! absence of 
any knowledge of what 
warks or what's effective." 
"Occasionally, governors 
who have been in school 
brought their eAperience to 
bear, and that seemed to be 
helpful," Bennett said. 
The 9f'.rminute ~ dis-
cus..~ matters ranging from 
fcderal education spenJing to 
anti-Mig education efforts to 
academic performance goals. 
White House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater said 
Thursday the White House 
did nOl disapprove of the 
drug director's comments. 
"No, " !Ie replied when asked 
if Benn .. " had been "taken 
to the woodshed," by either 
White House chief of staff 
John Sununu or BUSh. "Mr. 
Bennett was simply repre-
sooting the candor of the sit-
uation; the free-flowing 
nature ri the discu.ssioru>. .. 
bad passed, said in closing, "This 
is a time for action. .. 
The general goals agreed to at 
the summit - only the third gather-
ing of governors with the president 
in the nation's Iustory - also includ-
ed reducing ilJitt,..ry and the drop 
out rate, providing drug-free 
schools, and preparing studen~ for 
the wcxk force. •• -
New inv~ntions for 1990s receive honors 
from Research and Development magazine 
CmCAGO (UPI) - A plastic increase the fiber content of frost-
internal combustion engine, a RO- ings, pie fillings, puddings and 
calorie flour substitute, a fi ve- snack foods." Gould scid. 
minute test for AIDS and a com- The National Aeronautics and 
puter mous..~ that provides Braille Space Administration's Langley" 
readm:ts were among 100 inven- Research Cenrer in Hampton. Va, 
tions cited Thursday as the top developed a Braille mouse - a 
technological advancements of computer read-out auachment that 
1989. enables lhe visually impaired to 
This year's winners of R&D 100 read text stored in computers. 
Awards - pres~nted annually by "This should allow the visually 
Research & Development impaired an opportunity to fill jobs 
magazine - included an unusually in the computer and word-process-
laI&e number of inventions that are ing fields." said H. Douglas 
likely to affect <he everyday lives Gamer, who developed the device. 
of consurneno :,n the 1990s. PolimOl!>r 234, a plastic internal 
The list includes a non-caloric combustion engine, will be used 
flour substitute developed by J. mostly in portable generators, 
Michael Gould of the Deparunent marine and military en&in~s and 
of Agriculture's Nonhero Regional military aircraft. It delivers the 
Research Center at Peoria, lli. same horsepower as its ca~l-iron 
"it makes it possible to bake counterpan, which is 100 pounds 
reduced-calorie breads 8n,1 heavier. 
Page 12. Dwly Egyptian, September 2D, 1989 
The Polin.otor 234 was devel-
oped by Mathew Holtsberg as part 
of a j.Jint project by Rogers Corp. 
of Manchester, Conn., and 
PolimOior inc~ of Franklin l.akes, 
NJ. 
Among the winners in the medi-
cal field was mVCHEK - a rapid 
and accurate test for the human 
immunodeficiency virus, which 
can cause AIDS. 
Developed jointly by E.!. 
Dupont de Nemours & Co., of 
Wilmington, Del., and E.Y. 
Laboratories Inc. of San Mateo, 
Calif., the test was designed for use 
in Third World countires. It takes 
just five minutes and can be per-
formed anywhere. Its use requires 
little training and no special equip-
ment 
8eer& Wine Avollable 
CHIna HOUSE 
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-Officials gripe about 'red-tape' to get Hugo aid 
GiARLESTON, s.c. (UPI) -
More than $1 billion in federal 
assistance was making its way 
Thursday to South Carolina, where 
50,000 people remained homeless 
and 250,000 unemployed in the 
~remmmmHwri~Hu~. 
Bush to view South Carolina hurricane damage 
But angry state officials com-
plained that a full week after the 
storm hit, the money already 
should have arrived. 
Sen. Ernest Hollings, accusing 
Ihe Bush administration of drag-
ging its feet in funneling aid III his 
state, said he had met with the 
Senate Democratic leader and the 
chairman of the Budget and 
ApproPliatioDS committees abolll 
speeding up $1.1 billion in aid to 
the disaster area. 
"This money has passed and the 
Office of Management and Budget 
has approved it," be said. "There 
is no problem with it now. It will 
be $4 billion before it's ovc-" 
Hollings said the government 
was "just not up to the task" of 
dealing with Hugo's widespread 
devastation and that he was 
"embarrassed by the federal 
resoonse. .. 
"It's just raw incompetence," 
Hollingpailed. "Th~y have not 
recognized the scope of the-einer: 
gency nor its mgency." 
Hollings charged the Federal 
Em~ency Management Agency 
with setting up an insufficient 
number of aid distribution centers. 
p ~ said the agency's plan 10 open 
five field offices, all in suburban 
areas, is inadequate and inconve-
nient to the inner-city and rural 
poor. 
"How in the world are you 
guing 10 get a limousine or rent a 
IaXi 10 go fill O\U your foons and 
get your $300'1" he said. 
The offices opened Thursday 
amid some coofusion, as long lines 
or storm victims quickly over-
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
President Bush will fly 10 South 
Carolina Friday morning 10 sur-
vey the damage caused by 
Hurricane Hugo, which cut 
across the :;;.a<;;, a White House 
aide said Thursday. 
Weather conditions aIlvwing, 
Bush plans to fly 10 Charleston 
or Myrtle Beach to personally 
view the devastation inflicted by 
Hugo, which hit South Carolina 
late last week with winds of 
about 135 mph. . 
Jay Allison, assistant White 
House press secretary, said that 
~ter landing in the state on Air 
Force One, Bush would board a 
whelmed the government person-
nel trying to process the heavy 
flow of papenvOlk. 
FEMA will allow up to $10,000 
per person for bome replacement, 
property replacement. Victims 
must ~ 10 the offices and prove 
they are not covered by any other 
insurance. Checks will be written 
on the spot . ~ 
In addition 10 the $1.1 billion 
from FEMA. the Labor 
Department has agreed to '$5 mil-
lion in assistance to the jobless. 
Gov. Carroll Campbell requested 
the funds to set up a public worts . 
program 10 give the jobs in cleanup 
~
An estimaf.e(I 270,600 temporar-
ily lost their jobs because of 
Hugo's damage 10 workp1aces. 
"We're very ~ve for all 
the help," said Charleston Mayor 
Joseph Riley. "But it it could have 
been done quicker it would have 
been beueL I'm not sure the extent 
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helicopter for the deriaI survey. 
Afterward he plans to hold ~, 
briefing with South Carolina's 
Gov. Carroll Campbell. 
Thousands were left homeless 
and without food and clothing by 
the hunicane. There have been 
widespread complaints over get-
ting federal relief 10 the stricken 
areas. 
South Carolina's death toll 
stood at 17 Wednesday. One 
storm-related death each in 
North Carolina and Virginia 
brought Hugo's U.S. death count 
10 19. The hurricane killed 24 
people in the Caribbean. 
As many as 15 of South 
of the damage is WJderstood yet at 
the federal level" 
Civil rights leader Jesse Jackson, 
slOpped in Charleston to join the 
chorus decrying government red 
tape. 
"The federal govenunent has the 
ability 10 coovene relief agencies at 
a pace faster than has taken place," 
Jackson, a Greenville, s.c.,.Dative, 
said with acttess Cicely Tyson at 
his side. "People are in the dark 
now, Without lights, telephones, 
sewers backed up, cannOl get 
water, supplies for cooking and 
grills and charcoal. 
"There is no sense of the mas-
sive federal presence that the pe0-
ple deserve. I think Senator 
Hollings' proteSt is absolUldy cor-
rect. The government has been 100 
slow to move. My sense of that 
because we're not seeing lives 
floating down the stream that some 
of the edge has been cut. My 
friends, lives have been spared but 
Carolina's 46 counties suffered 
some damage from Hugo, which 
authorities say will cost $3 bil-
lion and $4 billion. 
Also Wednesday, Campbell 
said he received word from 
Washington that the Labor 
Department had agreed 10 his 
proposed public works program 
to hire unemployed workers for 
recoDSblICtion efforts. 
State Forester Jack Gould said 
the deadly storm splintered and 
uprooted enough timber 10 build 
660.000 average-size homes. 
White House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater said Bush 
would be naveling 10 Charleswn 
misery has nol been spared." 
Jackson said he has formed the 
"rainbow coalition crusade of 
mercy," a group of mayors and 
clergymen '0 ship food and sup-
plies 10 the area. He said he was 
heading to the slorm-~.ricken 
Caribbean islands, including a stop 
at Tyson's form<2' oome of Nevis, 
afta: leaving CbarI'~. '" 
Government officials defended 
their perfonnance. 
FEMA spokeswoman Peg 
Maloy in Washington said the 
agency "reacted to the requests 
from South Carolina as soon as we 
got them. .. 
"They had their generators, 
water and other supplies the same 
day they put in their requests," she 
said. "What better response can 
you have? We can only act when 
the state informs us of the needs. 
Our assistance is supplemental. We 
can't ta\ceov<2' the state's role." 
Despite their gripes, officials and 
and the coastal areas deva..<:tated 
by Hu~ "10 see that all that can 
be done is being done" at hath 
the state and fed£rallevels. 
Though Bush has been getting 
"good o:eporlS from" the Fedelal 
Emergency Management 
Agency, "We want to keep the 
pi"'!SSUI'e on _. and let the people 
of Soum Carolina know that we 
will do all that we can," 
Fitzwater said. 
Asked if Bush would move 10 
clear any red tape heeding clean-
up t",fforts, as claimed by some 
local officials, Fitzwater said, "If 
mere is any, yes. We'll just have 
10 look at that.. .. 
residents in Charleston said they 
were relieved the assistance was on 
the way. 
"Our people are going 10 need 
it," said Cathy Haynes, deputy 
director of the Charleston 
Emergency Preparedness Division. 
"A lot of them don't have anything 
anymore. They don't have a borne. 
They don't have clothes. Many lost 
cars. These funds will help them 
get starteQ again. .. . . 
President Bush planned to tour 
the storm-ravaged area Friday, the 
White House announced, a move 
praised by local officials. 
"It will do a lot for the morale 
around here," sai(f Bill McCauley, 
a spokt;sman for Charleston 
County. "Hell, the president is the 
man. Stopping by here should 
boost everyone's spirits." 
In Charleston and across lhe 
storm area, Hugo's victims were 
still lined up at relief stations for 
food, clothes and building supplies. 
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SllJ:.'CmicroHiologist earns 
College of Science award 
Gender bias addressed 
at law school symposium 
By Tony Mancuso 
Staff Writer 
sentations. 
By Tony MancUso 
Staff Writer 
and University News Service 
Microbiologist David P. Clark 
has been named outstanding 
researcher forl989 in the CoHege 
of Science at SIU-C. 
Clark was honored at a public 
reception SepL 20 in the Student 
Center. 
In presenting the award, the col-
lege cired Clarlc's international rep-
utation. The college said his genet-
ically-engineer(:(i bacteria have 
been used by otl:er scientists 
worldwide, and 29 of his technical 
papers have been published In 
international journals. 
The aWllId, which carries a $300 
research nvel grant, recognizes 
his research on the genetics, physi-
ology and biochemistry of 
Escherichia (E.) coli bacteria. 
Since coming to the University 
in 1981, Clark has focused on 
using genetic engineering to devel-
op new bacterial SIrains that have a 
wide variety of uses. 
"E. coli have an advantage ovec 
other kinds of bacteria because 
they are able to feed on a variety of 
d!JIerent sugars. This makes them 
easier to maintain," Clarlc said. 
Clart, whose work has received 
over $1 million in fedecal support 
sincel982, also said E. coli are 
able 10 produce a number of fer-
mentation products, including 
alcohol, acetic acid (vinegar) and 
lactic acid (used for making 
cheese). 
These fermentation products are 
the object of Clark's studies. He 
said he works with E. coli in order 
to study "what situations produce 
and which genes form the different 
products." 
Clark then creates new, useful 
strains of the bacteria to be used 
for a particular desired function. 
"It usually takes sevecal inlenne-
diate steps to create a useful strain. 
For every finished strain, there 
may be 10 strains which are nOl 
quite right," C1.arlc said. 
btcluding the intermediates, he 
has compiled a collection of more 
than 1,000 strains, some of which 
are being used in his research to 
remove sulfur from coal. 
Clarlc said he hoped some of the 
David P. Clark 
strains may someday be used to 
remove sulfur from coal, a process 
whivd is Ilecessary to reduce the 
threat of acid rain. 
~'TheJ'e are three basic ways to 
create new SII3ins of E. coli: muta-
tions, genetic crossings and actual 
genetic engineering," Clark said. 
Making mutations, -according to 
Clart, involves tre2ting the bacte-
ria with chemicals that alter or 
destroy the genes inside. 
SIU-C School of Law Dean 
C. Peter Goplerud III said no 
changes were imminent after a 
symposium at the school that 
cenwred on research 00 ger.dec 
bias in Jegal education and 
techniques for avoiding iL 
Although the SepL 22 sym-
posium was deemed a success 
by Goplecud, he said no imme-
diate changes have been COII-
sitl.m:d. 
"I believe [the symposium] 
was very successful We had an 
excellent turnout," Goplerud 
said, estimating that at least ISO 
people attended the event 
"I felt many people came 
away enlightened. We heard 
good dialogue between the 
crowd and the speakers and 
good dialogue between the 
speakers and the faculty 
respondents," Goplerud said. 
urbat doesn't necessarily mean 
we will change our way of 
teaching, or that everyone even 
agreed with the speaIcers. " . 
Whitfield said the panelists 
currently ate engaged in 
research, publication and prac-
tical application of techniques 
for avoiding sexual discrimina-
tion in teaching law. 
Mary Jo Eyster, an ~iate 
professor and director of the 
Big Apple Clinic at the 
Brooklyn Law School, spoke 
on integrating non-sexisl/racist 
perspectives into regular course 
and clinical settings. 
EySter, who said herobserva-
tions come principally from her 
work at the clinic, said, 
"Sexism is one of an infinite 
number of communication bar-
riers. Students must realize 
.their attirudes and perceptions 
can inhibit their own perfor-
mances and may impair rela-
tionships with others, such as 
clients, judges, juries, oppo-
nents and &eammates." 
Habitat for Humanity benefit held tonight 
GopJerud said be wouldn't be 
~ if new .COW"$CS. were . 
suggested to the scbool's cur-
riculum committee, but nothing 
had been mentioned as ofyeL 
Kathryn Abmms, an associ-
ate professor at the Boston 
University School of Law, lec-
tured on affirmative action in 
hiring. She spoke mainly OIl the 
hiring of female faculty at law 
schools, but Said the same prin-
ciplls carried over to other bir-
ing~oos. 
By Katherine Lydon King plays humorous songs 
Staff Writer about feminism, society's under-
dogs, the peace movement and the 
Musician Owiie King will pec- social justice movement, according 
form a benefit coocert for Habitat lC Muldoon, who has seen bim 
for Hooumity at 8 p.m. tonight at perfonn many times, including in 
the Newman 'Center, 715 S. 1987 atSIU-C. 
Washington. Habitat for Humanity is an orga-
Hugh Muldoon, coordinator of nization that rehabilitates homes 
the benefit, said of King, "He gives for low- income families. 
a heU of a concert. He's just so Elsie Specie, a member of the 
neat. .. organization, explained the pro-
ceeds from the benefit will go to 
the pun:hase of a bouse. The gioup 
has already placed a bid that has 
been accepted and will be renovat-
ed by volunteers in the community 
and the future owners of the house. 
she said. 
Families who would Iilee to 
apply for the two-bedroom house 
can pick up an application from the 
Good Samaritan House at 701 S. 
Marion. 
Wenona Whitf1cld, a faculty 
member in tbe law school who 
helped plan the symposium, 
said she was encouraged by the 
number of the UniVClSity's fac-
ulty and students who attended. 
The event, which lasted fuJm 
12:30 In 6 p.m., presem.."t four 
panelists from the East Coast 
and allowed sevaal SIU-C law 
faculty members to give formal 
responses to the panelists' pre-
"It's time to stop asking 
where to find these [female 
professors] and to start asking 
when people will begin to real-
ize what WOOleD have 10 give," 
. Abrams said. 
Mary Irene Coombs. a pro-
fessor at the University of 
Miami School of Law, spoke 
on non-sexist teaching .tech-
niques in essential courses such 
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* Friday ~ Sat~~ay' Night \7\. ill * Free B.B.Q.:4pm -? . \~ I * Free T ... Shirts & Giveaways ~ 
/! * Bud & BudUghtCi.ms 99ct .~) 
~J ..' 
Introducing Tooters 
"FRAlYKlE'S Test· 'P 
Tube Baby" # .. 
v Hottest New Shot 
from California to New York 
Keep the Tube! 
FRIDAY·& SfiTOitDAY PITCHEit SPECIAL 
The'search paveci groinid 
for Grassroots publication 
Uterary magazine 
looking for entries 
By Carrie Pomeroy 
StalfWriter 
The staff of the English depart-
ment's literary magazine 
Grassroots is asking University 
wrilelS 10 add a new chapter 10 the 
magazine's twenty-year-old histo-
ry. 
Tlte magazine, which first 
appe.ved in the fall of 1969, is now 
accepdng submissions of original 
fiction, poetry and shon drama 
pieces, faculty adviser Philip Sl 
Clair, said. The deadline f<x' sub-
missions is Nov. 17. • 
English professor. Betty 
Mitchell, who has taught at the 
University for 44 years, said 
Grassroots first appeared as an 
a1temative to The Search, a literary 
magazine devoted strictly 10 poet-
ry. The Search was published from 
196110 19TI. 
Mitcbell said the fU'Sl issue of 
Grassroots was "an a1lOgctber dif-
ferent publication from The 
Search." Grassroots included stu-
<lmt artwork, photographs. drama, 
p~ and fiction. Mitchell said 
the magaziqe was "more student-
oriented" tilllD The Search. . 
English professor John Howell 
said Grassroots was guided by the 
talents of Irish poet Thomas 
Kinsella and the late novelist and 
medieval literature scholar John 
Gardner. 
"There was a lot of energy and 
talented students involved," 
Howell said of the magazine in the 
early 19708. 
Grassroots ceased publication 
from 1972-1982 for a variety of 
reasons, Howell and Mitchell said. 
Grassroots first 
·appeared as an 
alternative to The 
Search, a literary 
magazine devoted 
strictly to poetry 
published from 1961 
to 1977. 
Mitchell said in the 1970s, 
"eve .. ything was in an upheaval" at 
the University due to increased 
political activity by students and 
faculty. This upheaval made it dif-
ficult 10 put out a literary maga-
zine, he said. 
Howell said the 1970s brought 
"a streich wbc2e we were fresh out 
of creative writers." 
"We didn't have a very active 
creative writing program, " he said. 
The death of Gardner in 1982 
and the departure of Kinsella 10 
teach at Temple University also 
dealt the magazine blows, Howell 
said. 
Howell said the magazine was 
renewed in 1982 by Philip 
Graham, a former English profes-
sor at the University. 
This year's Grassroots probably 
will come out sometime in the 
spring 1990 semester, St. Clair 
said. He said it will continue in the 
magazine's student-oriented 1Jadi· 
lion. 
"I try to stay out of choosing 
pieces becau&; it's (the students') 
magazine," he said. 
Sl \Jail' said the magazine'sedi-
torial staff, headed by Peter 
Soliunas, "comes from a variety of 
backgrounds, .. which he said will 
probably make for an eclectic 
is.u:. 
"I think the staff's just pretty 
cosmopolitan," he said. 
The magazine will not include 
artwork as have past issues, he 
said. 
"Since the format of the maga-
zine is small, photographs and art· 
work: don', reproduce well," be 
said. 
He said the magazine had 
received five or six subfnis<:ions as 
of Sepl 29, but said he.expected 
nxxe as the deadline approached. 
Sl Clair said about 500 copies 
of the magazine will be printed. 
Sculptures found in Pulliam 
from '50s repaired, displayed 
SIal Pharo !Iv Jadr. SchneIder 
Psychok)gy senior Dave Morgan frorr. Mahomet University Musewn lllUrsday. The sculptures 
studies one of the basrellef structures at the were tound <Utng the PullIam IalDV8tion In 1987. 
Reconstruded pieces depid charaders . 
from dlildren's stories including Cinderella 
By Doug Toole 
StalfWriter 
Six sculptures depicting chil-
dren's story CharacleCS have been 
restored and repaired so they can 
be repIa.::ed in Pu1liam Hall . 
Martin Munson, assistant curator 
. of the University Museum, and 
Kevin Vear&, a graduate assistant at 
the museum, were among the team 
that restored the sculptures that had 
been damaged by decay and van· 
dalism over the years. 
The reconstructed SCUlptures C~ 
be seen in the University Museum 
foyer until November 1. The sculp-
tures will eventual!y be moved 
back inlO Pulliam Hall. 
The sculptureS were originally 
created for the fust floor corridor 
in Pulliam Hall around 1950 by 
Alvin Meyer. They were placed 
beside the doors that led to the 
nursery, kindergarten and elemen· 
tary grade classes. 
Among the children's story char-
acters depicted were Cinderella, 
Hiawatha, Alice in Wonderland, 
Hansel and Gretel, Wynken, 
Blynken and Nod and the Three 
Billy Goats Gruff. 
The SCulptures were discovered 
by a construction crew involved in 
the renovation of Pulliam Hall in 
1987, M'IDson said. The works 
were then brought 10 10 the muse· 
um for restoration by graduate stu· 
dents in museum Studies. 
Munson and others had t\l 
rebuild whole sections of the 
sculptures that were missing wilh· 
out any drawings or pictw'eS of the 
. works' original condition. The 
paint was. badly faded, the charac-
ters bad been drawn on, 
Cinderella's torso was broken oII 
and Nod was complel.ely gone. 
"I needed 10 recreaIe the missing 
pieces and duplicate the artist's 
Style and intent." Munson said. 
To do this Munson had to 
engage heavily in delective work. 
He researched Meya's sculptureS 
and books on his work 10 see how 
he made similar figures. Next, 
Munson had 10 adjust his own Style 
to match Meyer's and make the 
characters' size and proportions 
match the other figures'. 
"I felt like Sherlock Holmes -
reconstructing what isn't there by 
researching what is there," Munson 
said. 
Veara said be relied on guess-
work in some places 10 repaint the 
figures correctly. 
"I tried 10 match colors as much 
as I could, but that's tough 10 do 
with (40 years of) fading," Veara 
said. 
In the end, it was decided lei 
build a duplicate Cinderella scene 
instead of trying 10 overcome the 
structural weaknesses of !he orip-
naI. .. 
_'_" •• ",. __ ._~._~ ___ ~_ W~ •• 
~IFema-l;"-~·-~-~--~-k-;r---~~_·«~m·a-n"t-liiilp:7l 
for a study of the pJ':ysiological and II 
psychological effects of cigarette smoking. _ 
i We WiD Pay $140 I 
• for 5 morning sessions. I 
I Must be 21 years old, 115-145Ibs. 
• CaIlSIU-C Psych. Dept. 536-2301 
drink specials 
$ 100 Lowenbrau 
BUs. 
406 S. IllinoIs no cover 
Delivery 
~49-3366 
Student Health Assessment Center 
FJrSt Floor, South End of Student Center 
Open 8AM-4:3OPM. Monday-Friday 





How long has it been since you've attended? 
Maybe you've forgotten. A church can be & 
friendly, helpful family for you in & strange 
place. The Church d Chrtat; at 1808 Yat 
Bycamore 111. Carbon~ 18 hoiding a special 
series of meetings to introl' ~,," ... ttl what a 
church can be. 
Special S· "ter: 
Gerald Cowan 
Sunday, October 1st 10:45 A.M.-6:00 P.M. 
Monday through Wednesday 
October 2-4 at 7 P.M. 
:We'reBager To Welcome You! 
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East German refugees hope 
for chance to emigrate west 
WARSAW, Poland (UP!)-
Some of the 600 Fast Germans 
who sought refuge at the West 
German Embassy in Warsaw left 
for th~ir homeland Thursday fol-
lowillg a promise they will be 
allowed to emigrate to the West. 
It was not immediately clear 
how many had taken up the offer 
of East German lawyer Wolfgang 
Vogel because the refugees were 
staying in several buildings around 
town as well as the embassy. 
Vog.-.l, who arrived in the Polish 
capilal late Wednesday from simi-
lar negotiations in Prague, told the 
refugees that returning home frrst 
would enable them to take their 
belongings along when they emi-
grate. 
Some 2,(XX) refugees are on the 
grounds of the West German 
embassy in Prague, and a total of 
23,000 East Germans have anived 
in the West since Hungary began 
allowing them free passage Sept. 
11. 
Officials Crom Bonn and East 
Berlin also participated in the talks. 
There were WlCOIIfumed reportl 
that hundreds of East Germans had 
tried on Wednesday to illegally 
cross tht; border to Poland and Ii1lI1 
East German poilce and border 
guards arrested at least 90. The 
reports also said East German 
troopS had been deployed al()l\g the 
border. 
East Germans traveling to 
Polarod need special authorization 
from their government 
Since Sept. 11. a 
total of 23,000 East 
Germans have 
arrived in the West. 
Vogel's offer 20 the refugees in 
Wam1W and Prague - a guarantee 
of emil!l1ltion within six lIlonths 
for thoSe returning home - was 
largely a failure in the 
Czechoslovak capital. _ 
Only 70 boanIed a specia1 800- . 
passenger train Tuesday for East 
Berlin, while another busload left 
the Czechoslovak capital 
Thursday. They were rapidly 
replaced by hundreds more who 
have climbed the iron railings of 
the embassy, abandoning their tiny 
Trabant vehicles in the narrow 
Prague screets. 
The continuing refugee crisis is 
described by political analysts as 
one of the worst in the history of 
East Germany, formerly known as 
the German Democratic Republic, 
which celebrates its 40th anniver-
saryOct 7. 
Western diplomats in East Berlin 
believe the issue is proving a major 
embarrassment at a time when the 
communist government of ailing 
East German leader Erich 
Honecker is facing increasing 
opposition to its bardline policies 
and rejection of Soviet-style 
reforms. 
In N(';w York, West German 
Foreign Minister Hans Dietricb 
Genscher discussed the crisis wiIh 
his East German countetpart Oskar 
FISher, hut the ministers, who had 
been auendingthe Uniled Nations 
General Assemb~y, gave only 
sketchy details of their 1alJcs. 
But the government-run age.ncy 
did not directly mention the mass 
exodus of East Germans. 
East Germans wait for exit visas 
as weSt Gennan embassies fill ~I) 
BONN. West Germany (UPI)-
Hundreds of East Germans 
refugees are still fleeing daily to 
the West and about 2,600 others 
are: crowded in West German 
embassies in Eagem Europe, h0p-
ing for exit visas. officials said 
ThIJl'SdF.y. 
Western diplomats lIave labeled 
'.be refugee crisis one of \he most 
embanassing \0 the communist 
East Gennan government since it 
came into exisrenre four decades 
ago. 
The exodus now threatens to 
overshadow the planned 40th 
anniversary celebrations of the 
founding of the East German state 
Oct 7. 
In New York, West German 
Foreign Minister Hans Dietricb 
Genscher discussed the crisis with 
bis East Germall, counterpart, 
'Oskar Fisher, but the ministers, refugees anived in West Gelmant 
who had been auending the Uniled Wednesday night, bringing to jI10r0 
Nations General Assembly. gave than 23,000 the number of EMt 
only sketchy details Qf their ta1ks. Germans who have migrated since 
The official East German news the Hungarian authOOties suspend-
agency, ADN. said that Genscher _ ed a no-migration agreement and 
"stressed the strong interest of his· Opened their western borders 10 the 
government in a solution to the refugees, Sept. 11. 
humanitarian problems that have Thousands more had already 
axisen." fled illegally to the \Vest since 
It said FISCher pointed out East May, when Hungary started 
Gennany was prepared £CH' "con- removing fences lhatmadced ilS 
struclive cooperation in Ihis area, bonier with Austria and fOlmed an 
provided the principle of stricl "iron curtain" between Easi'and 
non-interfen. Ice was respected." West • 
But the government-run agency The number of East Germans 
made no direct mention of the holed up in the West German 
massive exodus of East Germans. embassy in the Czechoslovakian 
It also did not mention the more capilal of Prague swelled to more 
than 2,600 East Germans who have than 2,000 Thursday, in spite of 
sought refuge in West German earlier attempts by prominent East 
embassies. German lawyer Wolfgang Vogel to 
Border officials said almosl 300 solve the aisis. 
[PLAZA TIRE SERVICE ;,: 
I 6 'i 0 E. M a inCa r bon d a Ie! 
j f'~' OIL, LUltE, AND FILTER i I c- only $11" ! 
• , 1 i ~ i~:· -Most American Cars- I 
I! to" -must'call for aPl?t,- must have coupon II : ,Expires 10/7/89 
I 457-0309 i 
'-- J 
M HDAY HIGHT 
FOOTBfiLL 
at the 
Days Inn Oasis Lounge 
• Free Hot Dogs . 
• 50¢ Drafts 
• $1.00 Bottled Beer 
• Prizes & Giveaways 
including: 
Weekend Getaway for 2 
. ~ I!Jt ' : 







Not valid with any other special. 
expires: Oct. 7, 1989 
New Hours 
.. M-T , 8-8,:00 












Giant City Convenience 
Lotto Ii 2nd Chance Lotto 
Register Here to win free tickets to the 
Hank Williams Jr. Concert. 
..... It·11 Blow You 'Away I 
RC 2 Liters 99¢ 
Eagle Chips 99¢ 
Fresh Produce 
Giant City Rd. (Near Wildwood Trailor Ct.) 487-0221 
Ni ht 
Frlday:g 
Roc.k - n- Roll Nlte 
$1.00 Mlckeys • $1.00 160z. Drafts 
Saturday: 
High Energy Dance Nlte 
Dance to the Best Dance Music Played 
on the BIggest Dance Floor on the Strip 
611 S. Illinois • 549 .. ROMP 
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FALL JACKET 'SALE 
This Weekend Onlyl 
HOURS 
Mon - Sat. 9 -7pm 
Sun 10 - 6pm 
20 Ofo,OFF 
Holloway Jackets 
• Customized Lettering Available 
zm-m_ 
611 S. Illinois 
457-2875 IGs~1 
HOMECOMING PARADE 
applications are available from the 
Sludent Programming Council. 
The Homecoming lheme is 
"There's No Place Like Home." 
Call 536·3393 for applications. 
The parade will begin at 9:30 a.m. 
October 21. Enteries ere due by 
4:30 p.m. today. 
GRASSkOOTS WILL present a 
poeIry and fICtion reading by gifted 
young writers 7 p.m. Tuesday at 
On The lsland Pub, located at the 
comer of Mill Street and South 
IIIioois AV(2\ue. 
LEARNING RESOURCES_ 
Room. New members are wel-' 
corne. For more information, call 
549-5040. 
VANITY FASmON Fair Models 
will hold a fall pre\-iew mini-show 
and social gathering at 9 p.m. 
tonight in the Student Center 
Ballrooms. For more infonnalion, 
call Stephanie at 536-7518. 
TOPLESS CARWASH spon-
sored by the American Marketing 
Association, will be held from 10 
a.m. until 2 p.m. Saturday at the 
Costal Gas Station on the Strip and 
at Shoney'S parking lot on Route 
13. 
Service Workshop, ~ INTERNATIONAL SI1JDENTS 
Scoring Services of L:RS will be Ministries will sponsor a free car-
held at 9 a.m. today 10 the LRS care clinic for international stu-
C~nference Roo~ 15 of .Morris dents between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m. 
LIbrary. FOI' more mformauon, call Saturday at Southern Hills. Fer 
453·2258. more infonnation, call Bill at 549-
SOCIETY OF Professional 
Journalists will meet at 3 p.m. 
today in the Communications 
Building room 1211. 
6087 or Lora at 529-3552. 
NIGERIAN STUDENT 
Associatiou will celebrate Nigerian 
National Day with a picnic at 3 
p.m. Saturday at the Evergreen 
LINGUISTIC STUDEN',' Terrace Park. A dance will be held 
Association will meet for the at 9 p.rn. in the Evergreen Terrace 
English Table at S tonight at the Activity Room'. _. 
Pinch Penny Pub. 
. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
NON-TRADITIONAL STU- Christian Fellowship will hold an 
DENTS Services Terra Firma IntemationaI Friendship dinner at 6 
Socializer will ~ held at S p.m. p.m. Saturday at the Evangelical 
today at the Pinch Penny Pub. For Presbyterian Church. 624 N. 
further infom:.ation.call 453·2829. Oakland in Qubondale. For more 
information, call Brian at 549-
SOCCER CLUB will meet for a 4323. 
mandatory practice and last call for 
dues and membelslUp in the club 
before Sunday's game against 
Cape Girardeau. Only those on the 
membership roster will be eligible 
to play. Practice and enrollment 
will talre place at S p.rn. Friday on 
'llC SRC fields. 
CANTERBURY l<ELLOWSHIP 
and St. Ancrew's Epi[.copal 
Church will host the Reverend 
Isaac Ihiasota from Nigeria for a 
special African Mass at S p.m. 
Sunday with a reception for 
African students following. 
CHRISTIANS UNLIMITED BRIEFS POLICY-The dead. 
will meet for bible discussion and line for Campus Briefs is DOOB 
'fellowship at 7 tonight in th,~ two days before publication. The 
Student Center Mississippi Ror.m. b,'iefs iDust be typewrittea, and 
, mlJst include time, date. place 
MEGA LIFE will met'! GDd con- aod sponscw of the eveut aDd the 
duct a disc::ssion on the theme, Dame and telephone number of 
Share The light in A Dark World the person submitting the item. . 
at7 tooight at the Baptist SlDdent Items should be delivered or 
Center. mail to tbe Daily Egyptian 
Newsroom, Communicatio~s 
SOCIETY FOR Advanceltientof Building 1241. A brief will be 
Manligeraent will meet at 7 tonight published oncelJDd only as space 




TAKE ON THE 
FIGHTING 
ILLINI 
IN A RUGBY MATCH 
Sat. 9/30 1:00p.m. 




• Green Beans 
• Tomatoes 
• Sweet Potatoes 
• Potatoes 
• Mumms 




Every Saturday Through Thanksgiving Rain or Shine! 
Come Early to get the Best Selection! 
Westown Mall - West of Murdale 
YOURCHCICE 
I MAUl 
;;. SCHNAPPS - 750ML 
i 4 99 
Tropical or Blue Hawaiian 
YOUR CHOICE 
SEBASTIANloR 











6 29 ~~ w·o . 
..... -FREE,MR. & MRS. T ~ ~; 
PINA COLADA M~X. ~ 




VODKA - 750ML ) .. ' . 
9 99 
. YOUR CHOICE 
2/1°O~ 
--:...~~ 
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Government statistics show 
abortions at highest rate ever 
Anl1ounci.ng~ . 
~tudanf 'Recovery Group 
This group is formed to support and encourage the 
process of recovery from alcohol or drug 
dependency. It is an ongoing group and may be 
joined by having an interview with Rob Sepich at 
ATI..ANTA (UPI) - More!lbor-
tions than ever are being per-
formed in the United States, large-
lyon unmarried white women 
under the age of 25, federal health 
officials reported Thursday. 
The Centers for Disease Control 
said about 1.36 million legal abor-
tions \\-ere performed in 1987, up 1 
percent from the 1.33 millioo abor-
tions in 1986 and tilt nighest num-
ber since the government health 
agency began keeping statistics in 
1969. 
In 1972 - one year before the 
Supreme Court ruled that states 
cannot ban tlle procedure - only 
586,760 aboruons, or just 43 per-
cent of the current total, were per-
formed in the United States. the 
CDC said By 1976, the numbel' of 
abonions bad regisIeled their most 
dramatic jump to 988,267. or 73 
percent of the CUlTCllt total. 
"The reported number of 
women getting legal induced abor-
tions incn'ased ql!i~ sharply from 
1969 to 1982," said Audrey F. 
Saftlas. a CDC epidemiologist. 
"Since 1982. there have been 
increases; but not quite as sharp. 
That'S what you'd expect right 
after legalizatioo - steady increas-
es, then plateauing." 
For every 1,000 babies born in 
1987, there were 356.1 abortions, 
compared with a low of 180.1 in 
1972 and a high of 364.1 in 1980, 
the CDC said At the same time, 24 
of every 1,000 women ages 15 to 
44 had abortions, compared to 8 
low of 13 in 1972 and a high of 25 
in 1980. 
White women continue to use 
abortion most often to end preg-
nancy, accounting for 66.4 percent 
of the procedures in 1987 com-
pared with 33.6 percent for blacks 
and other minorities, the CDC said. 
The federal health agency said 
72.8 percent of abortion patients 
were unmarried women, and 53.6 
percent of them have never had 
children. 
Christians plan anti-abortion 
protests in U.S. and Canada 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A tions, but a list issued by the group 
Christian group announced plans included only 98 specifIC sites. The 
-Thursday for scores or anti-abor- CAC said mOSl of the protests 
tioo Protests in the United States would be Saturday, but "a few" 
and Canadil dIis weekend, and said would lake place Friday or OcL 7. 
its taI'geIS fa' the first time would Previous pastors' protests have 
include Planned Par~thood been held outside hospitals, but the 
offices. . ... group said for the first time it 
The Christian Action Councit,---..., would target abortion clinics and 
whose founders in 1975 included offices of the family planning 
C. Everett Koop, who later served group, Planned Parenthood. 
as surgeon general, said unlike "We've'included Planned 
recent protests by Operation Parenthood simply because 
Rescue that have Jed to hundreds Planned Parenthood is ~ back-
of arrests, its fifth annual Pastors' bone of the pro-abortion rights 
Protest Against Abortion would movement in this country and the~· 
not include aclS of civil disobedi- public needs to be aware of tha1, " 
ew:e. said Gaty Thomas, proIest toordi-
M~ _ \awful. and ~u\ naIDL 
proteslS," said Thomas Glessner, MPlanned Parenthood baS ·made 
executive director of rile ProIestant it one of rlleir primary goals in rhe 
group based in Fairfax. Va., "We lste 1980s and early !990s Ui keep 
support the goals of Operation abonioo legal. to get teens 00 COIl-
Rescue to end abortioo in America. traceptives, and once 00 contracep-
We differ on strategy." tives, as soon as WISe fail, to get 
Glessner predicted 50,000 pea- abortions, .. he said 
pie would participate in the action, Glessner said ...... dnr<! from vir-
saying he expected interest would ---~ 
be heightened by the Supreme tually every Christian denomina-
Coon decisioo in July that would tion" wiJllead the protests. 
allow states greater authority to 
restrict abonions. 
The CAC said it had confirmed 
11 0 '01'Otest sites in 40 states and 
Canada and expected to hold 
demonstrations at another 15 loca-
The CAC, which caUs itself 
North America's largest Protestant 
anti-abortioo group. has 115 to 120 
chapters in the. United States aM 
Canada and operates 376 "crisis 
pregnancy centers," Thomas said 








PHOTO FINISHING - VIDEO TRANSFERS -
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The majority of abortiO!! patients 
were under age 25; 25.8 percent of 
them ':"'CfC under 19 IiIld 33.4 per-
cent between the ages of 20 and 
24. 
"Women obtaining legal abor-
tioos in 1986 and 1987 were pre-
dominantly less than 25 years of 
age. while and unmarried, and had 
no live births, .. the CDC said 
Suctioo and scraping procedures 
accounted for 97.2 percent of all 
abortiOib in 1987, of which 50.4 
percent were done within the first 
eight weeks of pregnancy. 
Twentv-six percent of the abor-
tioos were pedOm~ in the ninth 
and 10t1l weeks of rregnancy, 12.4 
percent in the 11th and 12th weeks 
and about 1 percent aftec 21 weeks. 
the CDC said 
Earlier this year, the Supreme 
Coon upheld a Missouri law that 
restricted public funding of abor-
!ions, perllaps clearing the way fur 
states to impose further restrictions 
on the procedure. 
the Counceling Center. • 
For an appointment call 453-5371. 
, The group meets every Thursday 
trom 3 p.m.-5 p.m. at the 
Counseling Center. 
For more information 
call Rob at 
453-5371 or Cheryl at 
536-4441 














LET U5'-HELP YOU CELEBRATE!!! 






So ........ • ~ • ~.... ~ - -
_ ".~ ... , . . Parent's Weekend 1989·· -. :. 
~ ::'., ~ ,t.' _ . _ "Southern i-!ospitality" . - - . . :" .' 
·l.~i·; .. -of .• , '. 'Octoberl3-15 - .. : •. ~' 
~. . " • .' • .. . .'.:.. ,.. Schedule ~f Events '. .., . 
Film "Wbo Framed Roger P.abblf' . 
Fri. & SaL 7. 9, & 11 p.m. - Student Ccn/e£ AudilOriwD 
Admission: $1 At The Door 
CoIJIedlan- Beary Cbo ... :. 
. Fri. 8·10 p.m. SlIIdent Ccn/e£ BaIJroamI 
, Admissioa: S3,oo SIIJCIm:s. $4.00 PIIb& . 
=;;=;:-,~ 
. s.IIIIdJl ...... 
It ... ....DlMerAE............. ' ... ~ .. ~s.. J:3Op.m. McAndnlw ~. .:, ; , . s.. S-7 p.m. SIudent Cern« BaUrOfIIIS ~ 
. :- Prices: $8.7S In AdYIIDI:C, 59.7S At 11Ic Door: 
L. 
... 
Desert Murder M,..,.:.n-aer ' 
S .. 8:00 p.m. Renaissmce Room 
Admi!;!ioo: $6.00 In Advance, $7:00 At nc Door 
Burret BrIIIICb .I: FasblOll Show 
SlUl. 10 a.m. - Noon SlUdent Cenler Ballrooms C & D 
Admission: $6.75 In Advance, 57.95 At The Door 
Daily Egyptian 
Classified 





























Mobile Home LOIs 
Busincss Property 
Wanlcd 10 Rent 
Sublease 
Hdp Wanled Rides Needed 
Employmelll Wall led Riders Needed 
Scrvi<:es Offered __ ._A...:t;"n & Saks 
\Vanl\!d Yard S~I.; Prollll1 
Losl Free 
Fuund Businl.!''!os ()PllI,utUTHl!:.,· ... 
Enl\.!U;:lim-.l&:nl 
AnllllUl1t'Ct11t.'nt ... 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADVERTISINt; 
()pcu 1(0111.: ........ ~h.55 per u.)lultlu InL:h, ~r d.J) 
~U1l11lurn Ad SII"'(';: 1 ...:olumn Irll.;h 
Sp~a! Rc~crva~j\.Mt Dc.adllllc: 2 p.ln., 2 uap. prmr h.) 
publiuuiun 
I(~ulrcmcnb: Alii column classified th~rlay advcrtt~mcnl!l arc 
required to have a 2~poinl hunter. Other bon.k:rs arc aoccf'lahlc un 
larger column widths. Reverse a,j\'cniscmcnls arc nul acu.:plahic III 
d."ificd display. 
CLASSIFIE[) ADVERTISING RATES 
\b;,~ un c."")Jl,""",~ln .. ..: nNlnuu; ~k:Ii) 
I d.y ........ 7(1,: perlin". per da)' 
2 J.y, ...... M' per line. pu day 
3 da) > •••• .57, per linc. per day 
5.1.), ..... 51< pcr line. per d.y 
6-') days .. .45c .1"'r hnc. pcrd.y 
10·1<) da)'s4IcjiCrlinc.I"*""l' 
2n or murc35qJCr linc, pcr day 
MUli"~Ufn AdSu:,c; .J"J.un .. ~ .. 
3U t:h,n.4.1CTllinc 
CuPl' Deadline. 12 ~""". 
1 day prior lu pobllasllon 
ViSB~1a..'i.lcrc.anJ A~u·plcd 
Creoit <.:arJ charg~ Ihr\)lIgh 
the mad dr over the phul1L:: 
are"1imi1cd w.under S:-\(y 
SMILE ADVERTISING RATES 
1 inch .............................. S6.oo 
SI.oo for each addiuooal inch .. 
ArtwOIk chuge .... _ ....... ,..5I.oo . 
l'hotograph charg"-~ ...... .$5.oo 
Minimwn Ad S,ZC: 
I Column 
Maximum Ad Si1.c; 
1 col. x 16 inches 
Space Rescrvalioo Dcad~n.: 2 p.m .• 2 days prior 10 
publication 
Requirements: Smile ad rales are designed 10 be u.cd by in<lividuals 
ororganlUlions for personal advertising·· hinhdays, anniversaries, 
~ congn.u.alations. etc. and nO( for commercial use or 10 announce e:vcnl~ 
.. ' 
AufoWORKS BOlJY & 
Mechanical r"Pair. Foreign & 
cIomeshc, service...o., 104 yrs. up. 
~;i~19549-599L 6115Ab39 
TOYOTA. ALSO USED tire, Galer 
76, 1501 W.,I Main 51., 
529-2302. 
10-25-89 6291Ab4li 
STEVE THE CAR DR. Mobil. 
Mechanic. He malt .. ho.se caD •. 
5049-6324-
10-26:89 
aplW.JuA1- ... ~ IMPORT fAlllS 
The Foreign Parts EXpert 
104 S. Marle.n 
529-16.::4 • Carbondale 
INSURANCE 
Health- Shan, Long 
__ Term 
Auto-~~ 
Motorcycles &: Boals 






_ ,.-;f._ ~ .. ~ _ ~ ~...: .... : ... "._.,,-..: ~~ .£ ................ ~ .. ~~"""}:'eu; .... 1Jl, .~"~" 
JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND .oed 
lumilure. Old RI. 13 W. Tum South 
a/ Midland Inn la.em, go Ihree 
mil .. 549-04978. 
10-17-89 608.dA"42 
SPIDERWEB. BlIY AND SEll .oea 
~!I~t am'! ..... S. on Old 51. 
10·17-89 6169An42 
IbVESEAT TAN BROWN tw88d in 
-..Iloo-. oondilion. $150 080. Ph. 
451-7ou,. 
9·29-89 5494An30 
DRAFTING TABLE, 30U2, 
fiPflRTHEHTS 
Lovely. clean. quiet, wI 
genuine Oak parquet 
floors. Waiking 
distance to campus. 
1 year 
lease, no pets. 












400 W. Oak#l 
4 BEDROOM 
212 Hospital Dr. 
(Behind D:Q.) 
514 N. Oakland 
512 S. Beveridge 
529-1082 













Water. Trash &. Sewer 




549-6610 :h~~. c:rJe!r~~." lSf£.TIC WA5HER/tk~~:4~ 
aDe It. Iris. 204" Ilk range, fun 
, bed. desk, ,hell. 19' e!,./qr TV, 
1able/5dn.5~704; ! 
)0-2-89 ~,=,. 62f5An31 
after 6 p.m. 
for appointment. 
I~ __ ..;....a 
NIKO!'{~ PENTAX 
• N2000 ,*/SOrmit Fll.S, $259" " KHlOO BODY. $99"' 
• N2000 ~bDY: $239" • Kl000 wlSOmm FIlA $159'" 
" FE w15~ Fil.8. $369"" " ME SUPER SE w/50 FI2. $189'" 
• FG w/5~ FIL8. $169'" • SUPER PROORAM w/5e, F/L7. $239" 
• EM w/5Omm FIl.8 & WINDER. $194" • SUPER PROORAM BO)Y. $225'" 
• NIKKORMAT Fr. BLACK. $139"' • K-2 BODY. $159" 
• NIKKORMAT FT. 2, $159" 
• NIKKOR 28mm FI2. $325'" 
• NIKKOR 35mm F/1.4. $439" We Buy, Sell, Trade, and Repair 
• NIKKOR 55mm FI2.8 MICRO. $214.95 
Sp'lcia~ on S'lkonic Studio D'llux'l M'lt'lrs 
thzw at $ 9995 
Daily Egyptian, Sepi..'mber 29. 1989. Page 19 
. SU8IEASE NICE 2 bdrm carpeted, 
air cond., cable; near ~.' no Wir .... ....mg.. $$$ ~66. 
2 BDRM~2X65 w.d, cenI~ 
~'1j;:s..;.~i~ce, 52.40/mo. 
<e&00b H1iIS21~ 
!urn. 1Ioroge, ~ ~ng ;,;;;j 
=: 1;r.::::IJ"~::.dI7,oia~: 
Park. Showing daily 1·5, 549· 
5596. 
"()'5·89 61038c3~ 
3 fUU 8DRMS. Private 101, $250 
~j.~.I •. Call alter 6 pm. 
1Q.2·!l9 61998c31 
MOBILE HOME fOR renl or 
Malib.. \fjl!aga .25·$175 month, 
~3~79. .....·614 2 
CHEAPEST .RENT AROUN~ 
nicest lor th. price. ShopY·' 
~2bd.$125IKIrTJI549- . 
~rk j &2 800tZff~t 
wide, "OI'f'-!ed,. fum .• air, near 
campus .... ",1. tall, na pets. 549· 
0491. 
1()'24-89 . 62908cD 
CAR80NDAlf NICE CLEAN 2 
bdnn Iumishecl air. Call 529-2.432 
or 684-2663. 
~8thvWHllE ya<I ~illA~ 
~ chaiCIL \()'12·U It. wide, 2 
Gncl3 bdrm. Priem tIarI d $125 -
$2.5(). c.:I529-UU. 
}~8bF iOOMMAi~:~;~ 
one bedroom GP!lrlment. ar. 
&.'::.i.t.!I-a. J!::.rtif:~ 
""';ce ;; ...... ClYGiloble. Thi. i. a 
;"'=~it:,t.:l= 
~~ ar;I ~ ~~a~n!'d: 
~:~~.~.to.c~·~ 
just acro" Ihe road. Renl 
• nlormalion: $100 depolit,; Renl 
r;ange, $135-~155 per man"'; c:>a> 
lor heal, moIong, waIer. traah ",eI.. 
1t~~~~~~9~ 
nile. Asklar 1IiI. 
lQJ~~ WI 12)(65 2arm~ 
cafP.8lad, larS<! balh, cenlral air, 
deck and ,had, $190/mo. 
457·7355 alter 4prn. 
~~~~-~EAN TRAILEm121 
location on c.cIar Creek Rocid, 4 
;:~.i.!.J~~c1t'~~$'\~a;; 
mo. Ph 529-3052 alter Spm. 
~9~~~S IN mobile t~~~ 
IfM!ce rental •. For knowlad~ 01 
mobile home 1Oting, checI. woih u, 
li .. l, Ihen compare. No 
appoiQ.,"i:'" d':::~:Z2t:z:.: ~. Roxanne Mobile Home Potit 
d018 10 compua. Rt 51 South. Ph 
549·4113. 
~9JSl~ 8R on warran5:S:t~ 













NICE ROOMS N goc;a rotes. Men. 
549-2831. '. 
10·19·89 60688/4~ 
NICE HOUSE, 313 W QCi[ 1 or 2 
roommales. S 150/ mo. Come by or 
call 529·529~ or 529·2029. 
9·29·89 54838130 
FURN. CARPET'ED, RffRIG. Utility 
included, $185 mo. 51 .. S. 




PRIVATE ROOM IN PRIVATE 
__ Ior_stvdenbonly. 
~ near .....,., •• north 01 Morris 
U!:-..,rv. Shore ap<Ir!menl wilh 3 
olh.r women sludenls. All ulil. 
~~II~~ -~3~e;l~r~;';~};~~ 7,; 
appI. 
10·66·89 6167BFA9 
NEWLY REMODflfD 4 BDRM. 
duplex. 3 J>!!OPle need 1 more. 
$125/mo. 011 u~liti .. included. I 
1/2 from campul. 529-3513. 
Avail. irnmecL 
b~S8~00M IN 3 bd~3~.! 
$140. Nice 2 bdrm Mobile home 
$200 lor one $240 lor 2. 457-
,5128. 
.~TE WANTED~2iR~J 
bdmI. cmd'4oalh. Partially lum.::. 2 mi.Iram~I501mo. us 
1/2 utiI. Call Mike SA9-076A 4-
1 ()'5·89 608!J!g33 .. 
EASY WORKI EXCELlfNT payl 
Auemble praduch at home. Co" lor inlormalion. 504-641-8003 uS. 
9330. 
1 ()'1 0-89 6083C37 
COMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATION 
Specialist .: Fulilinw Ovil SeMce 
e~Miolni~m~,a-!t:::I 
RSCS compul"r 'yolem 
envi_ and twelve monlha' 
e"perience wilh large Icale 
compul..- 'yolem. and .Iheir 
GSiociated commu-nications 
nelworkl,l. Prior HETVIEW 
experience helpful bUI nal 
neee .. ary. R.laled college 
......-rIc '!!"Y be mnaidenod as 
~~I~~r=;~ 
reguirad if appIicotiona i, basail on 
education M'nimum "Diary is 
~I!mo'!i ~ ~.~~~ 
MUll .::;:r; in peraon 01 SIUC 
Employmenl Ser.ices, 803 5 
Elizab8Jh 51. Carbondale, Il no 
~1~'li:na~2 e;::f ~~rllu~ 
:. 6 165C34 
EARN WHIlE roll learn. We hove 
~~:..c'l::~~. 
:'~'1!. ~ =r:: ~~= ~n5CirlOn si:.!=;r.~1 1,"rr;:: 
tt:'~. fOE. Mlf~1!C30 




l..OORDINNOR Of RESIDENCE 
Lile; li.e on prole .. ional ,loll 
member reoponlible lor lIudenl 
deve~nl in a relidencoo holl 
~ 011900 stvdenb. reauires 
dl8asta_·.~eoinhi9her 
educatiOf'l, couMelinSI or ~milar 
discipline pI.s 3 yean ~ence 
in ...w...;ty I-ling in a reoidence 
hall. Compen.alion includes 
~~~ C il::~:;o':dJn'!::":~ 
immedide lamilY. and ... a/trodiYe 
benelil' paCkage. Apply by 
wbmilling a I."er 01 inleresl. 
CII"en' rewme, and the namel, 
add ......... and ~ numban 
01 three at""'" ..,jerences 10 Stave 
I(j~ Iwi_ 0;...-- oil-ling-
Relid.nce Lile, hou.ing 
programming officer Southern 
Illinois U.u-.ity. Carbondale, 10. 
:Jl~li:~:!!~J!~ 
~~rc~::~onn h,~!e~:~~ lil:n~ 
it;~1..:IIIIi~~~ ~ 
and equal ~unity/amrmal'" 
actionOmplo).oir. 
9·29=89 6098C30 ~,~.~s ;~e"':' ~:k~ 
Daylime only. Apply 01 Ra" 
between 2-4 pm. Mon-Fr;' No 
~~pIeci... 6202C30 
lADIES EARN $23 cash or $50 
he ~ngorie lor bringi~ 5 lemales 
~;_~. r...hcn .!.Ow in Sept. 
~~WOMAN ~~::;"i. 
-.doni 10 wotIt _. and night.. 






NONSMOKERS lor 0 study 01 the 
. • ffecls of cigar.ne 5mo'ing on 
phyoiology. mood and blood 
chemi,lry .. (Non.mokers nol 
t.q.y(1ld 10 amOke.l Must be 21·35 
yeW.""d, 1115-U511bs. we will 
pay qualili6d """,ken $140 lor 
participation in fjve morning 
sessions, nonamol<ers $30 lor ana 
.... ion. Call SIU-C Psidlology 
Dop., 536-2301. . 
\()'12-89 5AlI8C39 
SCHCX)l BUS t\1UVBts I"'.Hi_, 
no 4!UCp8!ience nece.NCIry~ must be 
~~ 0~9-39~f.1y 0' w. .... 8u. 
10·1/ =89 629308 
AVON HAS CHANGED. Sign up 10 . 
earn monay for Christmas or 
.receive a discount on your own 
rot.:- CaII6<l9-6J76'5:!77QA 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION 
opeciaiist.lor_inIormaIicnCDD 
549·3734. 
1 ().9·89 619106 
MENTAl. HWTH WORKER, haH· 
ti",e., in adult do)' treatment 
~:.~~-:t~-= 
by Sepl. 29 10: JCCMHC, 




I ()'18·89 5730C43 
ATTENTioN-HIRINGI 
GOVERNMENTS joba~ur area. 
$17.8~0·$69.~85. Call 1-602-
838-8885. Ext R 1793. 
~~t225/WEEKI JimW£,?, 
Gourmol Sub SI)op aeeb one Iii .. 
loving perlOn lor an Aut. ~r. 
Position. Must be d>Ie 10 wotIt Iiita 
nighl.1 Come by lhe Job Service 
~~~1 E. Willow in llormore~1 •. 
10-6-89 6318C35 
MARKEt DISCOVER CREDIT _C11 
on your co'!'!> ••. FI""ible hours. 
~li':n~a~~~O~~ c:iJO-




Highway S 1 North 
-Laundromat. Coblevision 
-City Water & Sewer 
oTra.h Pick Up 
-lown SeNice 
olocked Posl OHice Boxes 
olndoor Pool 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Starting at $155 mo. . 
Lots Available 
Starting at $75 mo. 
549 .. 3000 
WANlfD PERFORMERS FOR Itu'!f> 
OIlY. Cale Wed"".day. in Ihe 
Stuilenl Center. Col S/acy in SPC. 
536-3393. 
10-2·89 61.&81'31 
USED SOiOFifX WANTEO 10 bUt • 
eaU Mike of 684-6111 or 684-
~::;-*'&" 6151F33 
~~LBER~~~ 
ringo. etc. 'f and J Cuina. 821 .. 
6nois.457-683I. 
~2~D: FLAT GLAir!~, 
designed candles, Of other un ....... 
crafti Mat be i--.l in bu)i,;.g 











KNIfE, N ARENA Ilea market last 
Sol. Senlimenlal aI/ochman I. 
. Rawarcl. Phone 625-5417 
~9 6164G31 
sa OF 8 ICEYS found d the Comer 
Yogurt S!>oP, P!o-. call 549-8087 




. '7· Dcslo:lop Publishing 
-- Won! Processing 
Resumes, Papers, Books, 
ele. 
549-7853 
231 W_ Main, C'dale 
PREGNANT? 
can BIRTHRIGHT 












!1(jcIi Menconi,: . 
forpinning 
Jiff Zawand4 
Jason (jofmr. jurfrhialieri;;;;- .,~ 
!l(ristin. Catoiff 








































Reggie -. the secret 10 oor'!llct 
resolution is 10 firmly lock your elbow 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Shoe 
Mother Goose and ~rimm 
THANKS, MR. SIKeS. /AFAT A 
TH!</Ik rrs BeeN 7D MAR 7H~ 
1JR.1/lfKXJP!3& Ba4/-Tle 7H5 YEAR 
ANOJC¥N THe FI6HT A6A/N5T .. -
lIh1...YOU 
mOl/!. 
-=--... •... ~~=-,' / 
by Mike Peters 
~~~=-~~~;~~ 
Today's- Puzzle 
ACROSS .1 Dlmlnlsll 3 Fin 31 SWI_ 
1 Soh dtinl< ~ InleCl • - Ind eraho S2 Col. dull 
5 Alool ~ WI.. 6 DlnlClor Fronk 33 Cornlc JIY 
Ii Hudltrong counselor 6 RMCfs Sol Consumer 
13 _.. U NY elly 7 B ... lng H_ 35 0.."-
15 Ro .. ·...... ... Food IIsIl • - Mol... 37 Cort 
16 III Kelt SO lof;o I Get mortI gas 31 Po ..... 
17 M.Il .. 1 ~ 51 R.al"", 10 lallnd ~ CIvic!< loot 
" Young ho... eonllNneo 11 P..... ~ Chl_ 
20 = .. I"'" :: ~~ ....... IIH 12 "Root." .. :;::: _ 
~ ~to,:::no-: note 51 g:,:::~ 14 :~.::: :: :~ 
23 WhHI tor 58 "You cantt 18 Bay .. 
N ~~;: INI ~:.;," ~ ~":l='od 
country. 60 Andh bee.t fOUghtr 
21 Kind of road 61 --do-li.1I 2. Ani .. 
2SI Famed office 62 Peru.. 25 Dtetare 
30 Angry look .3 ... am.U - ,. frankly 
32 Vir.1 di..... 2ti Accu .. 
35 Smlll .hop. DOWN 27 Pie - I110IM 
31 Finn animal 1 Tlx.1 21 Viscous 
.to Uteri" dlrice 2 Fragrance 30 Delect 










. 1111'1 II' 10 it 12 





~~ 1:9" •• a 
~ lUI ,. .. iii" .... .. 
~ ~ " II 
... I!II!I" 
a:= .42 .11 .. .. 
.. ...... 




.. U51 ... 
II" IBII'" 
PUZZJ(3 aJlswers are on page. 24. 




by Jeff MacNeJ/y 
WOAAC(lfllG ABOUT Q.IOI.E:s.TeRDL 




Jack Daniels Shots 
$1.50 
95¢ 
Fire Ball Shots 50¢ 
Lemonade Schnapps Shots 75¢ 
Check out our hot new light show 
Saturday 
D.J. Show • Dance Party 
D.J. Stevie J. 









House panel passes car emission requirement 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A 
P.ouse panel voted Thursday to 
require special canistcrs on cars to 
catch emissions released during 
refueling, despite charges the 
explosiv<" vapors captured by the 
devices could make cars "motor-
izedbombs." 
The votes represent only the ini- refueling emissions - the large 
tiaI skirmishing in what is expected 0 black, accordion-like rubber hoses 
to be a long legislative war over coveri.1g gasoline pump lines at 
revising the Clean Air Act, but service !·!ations. The hoses are now 
both industry and environmental- requb...d under federal law for seri-
ists are anxious to score early vic- ously smnggy cities. 
tories to influence later show- In a sllccessful move to win 
downs in tile House. more support for his plan, Waxman 
In a move strenuously opposed 
byautomakers, :he House Energy 
and Commerce Suixnmmiuee on 
Health and Environment, by voice 
vote, approved changes to 
President Bush's clean-air bill 
requiring the on-board canisters as 
a way to reduce smog-related 
emissions that escape when 
motorists pump gasoline. 
At the same time, the subcom-
.nittee voted 13-9 to reject a pr0-
posal to force automakers to cut 
toxic air emissions from cars to the 
same levels that will be required 
under Bush's bill far similar pollu-
tion from industrial plant 
smokestacks. 
Both the refueilllg and toxic air 
emission proposals were sponsored 
by Rep. Henry Waxman, D-<.;alif., 
chairman of the panel, who has led 
the fight for environmental groups 
seeking to toughen pollution con-
trols in Bush's bill. 
Waxman said the canisters -
which would be attached to car 
gasoline tanks - were the cheap-
est method for controlling hydro-
carbon emissions released during 
refueling, costing only $14 per car 
to install 
Waxman said the canisters were 
seven times cheaper than the tech-
nology now in use for capturing 
included provisions in his proposal 
thai would allow gasoline station 
owners in moderately smoggy 
cities to remove lhe hoses once the 
on-board vehicle canisters were in 
wide usc. Several GOP lawmakers 
said the hoses were too exoensive 
for owners of smaller gasoline sta-
tions. 
Waxman's refueling measure 
was vehemently opposed by Rep. 
John Dingell, D-Mich., the powt7-
ful chairman of the House Energy 
and Commerce Committee and a 
strong protector of his home-state 
auto industry. 
Dingell ch"'C;ed the canisters 
were dangerous, citing studies by 
FDA approves distribution of AIDS drug 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The 
government announced Thursday 
it approved the early distribution oJ 
a promising new AIDS drug, DDI, 
despite recent findings that high 
doses can cause severe side effects. 
The drug will be distributed for 
free by its manufacturer, BrislOl-
Myers Co. of New York, to 
patients who cannOl take AZf -
the only government-approved 
drug to directly attack the AIDS 
virus - because of its side effects. 
Meanwhile., the government and 
Bristol-Myers will conduct clinic 
trials involving 2,600 people with 
AIDS or AIDS Related Complex 
10 determine whether DOl is safe 
enough 10 be approved by the Food 
and Drug Administration. 
"The epidemic of AIDS is 
extraordinary, and must be met 
with extraordinary measures. Since 
DOl is still an experimental drug, 
it must be tesICd carefully and must 
demonr.trate safety and efficacy 
before it can be approved," FDA 
Commissioner Frank Young said 
in making the long-awaited 
announcement, 
"We believe, however, that it is 
important to offer the drug now to 
peopl8 with AIDS for whom the 
standard treatment of zidovudine 
(AZT) is not an option even 
though there are some potentially 
serious side effects. " 
In June, scientists raised hopes 
about 001 by disclosing early test 
results showing that dideoxyino-
sine combats the AIDS virus in 
patients and appeared less toxic 
thanAZf. 
But, according to the National 
CHAIR POSITION APPLICATIONS 
ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED 
FOR THE BLOOD DRIVE 
Positions Available Are: 
• Blood Drive • Residence Hall 
• Publicity • Operations 
• Donor Recruitment • Tele-Recruitment 
• Volunteer Recruitment • Kick Off 
• Sponsorship • Evaluation 
• Entertainment • Inter-Greek 
For More Information On Working 
With The Blood Drive Contact: 
Rick Mitchell at 
The Leadership Center 
536-7768 900 S. Forest .\lulxluatwnu{ \"uJu"ff'W'rElI,'" 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, some patients receiving 
high doses of DOl during recent 
tests suffered painful nerve damage 
in their feet and, less commonly, in 
their panc:eas. 
The plan to make DOl widely 
available before final FDA 
approval fits in with a growing 
movement to develop a "parallel" 
track for testing, drugs that may 
help the desperately ill 
Under m;ch an approach, people 
with life-threatening diseases are 
given access to promising drugs 
for free after they have been found 
safe, but before they are conclu-
sively proved effective. 
AIDS researchers and activists 
hailed the announcement by the 




Bring in a copy of your 
"funniest" picture (with your 
name and phone number on 
back) for contest enlfy. These 
photos will be displayed on 
Thursday. Stop by !he Photo 
Finish booth and cast your vote 
for your favorite. First. second. 
and third place winners will be 
announced on Friday. Please 
stop by tt",iollowing week to 
claim your photo. 
1st Prize: 
Your enlfy made inlo a 
20" x 24" poster 
2nd Prize: 
Your elllfy made into a 
calendar 
3rd Prize: 
Your enlfy made inlo a photo 
mug 
the insurance industty and th~ u.s. good for the environment, but i~ IS 
Transportation Department sug- sure dangerol!s to the motonng 
gesting the volatile vapors captured public." 
by the devices might cause fires 01 
expiosions. Waxman dismissed Dingell's 
concerns, saying the 
Transportation Department studies 
also found that minor adjustments 
to the canis~ could alleviate any 
potential safety problem. 
"We are compelling them 
(motorists) to ride around in 
motorized bombs, with explosive 
vapors in the 1rI!nk." Dingell said 
"It (Waxman's proposal) may be 
THE f ~on '~ :;ewefeu y, Fall Clearance" 
M Final WeekI ~ .' .. ' .... colored stones 
o ail diamonds ......... .. 
MEN .... engagement rings 
Save 40 to 50% CD ~ 400 S. Illinois Ave (across from Amtrak) 
:IE ~' 457-5221 
Overcoming Relationship 
Addiction 
Many of us find ourselves repeatedly involved in 
relationships that are extremely frustrating or 
destructive to our self-esteem. This workshop 
will help us explore our unhealthy patterns of 
intimate relating and provide us with tools and 
strategies for building healthier, more 
fulfi!ling relationships. 
Monday, Oct. 2, 4:30-6:30 p.m. 
Call Women's Services at 453-3655 to sign up. 
PH010---
fINISH-OCT. 2 · 6 
l1iiIach day: Every lOtb 
U!'.Icustomer will receive a 
free roll of film (choice of 
110/12 expo or 135/12 Clip.). 
rtI~~~~i:=~~r;a~re 
will be an aquarium filled with 
film cassenes. Guess how 
many and win! 
1st Prize: 
Underwater. Camera 
2nd Prize:, ' ' 







Special." "Daily Specials" 
will be: 
1. Coupon for 8 free photo 
bunon. 
2. Coupon for a free calendar. 
3. Coupon for a free mug. 
4. Coupon for a free photo 
Slicker. 
S. Coupon for a free 5" 11 7" 
6I11~emenL 0' ~: t 
Stop by and 
t~ke a picture 
with Elvis or 
Bill Cosby. 
Friday & Saturday 
$1.25 Amaretto Stoned 
Sours 
P'mrab Bag: Every customer 




$1.25 Stroh's Pounders 
Sunday 
Bar Worker's Celebration 
Everyone Welcome 
$2.25 Pitchers 75¢ Speedrails 
$1 ~25 Call Drinks 
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Party boss is retn.oved !o delight of Ukrainians 
Gorbachev forces 
ouster of hardliner 
in favor of reformer 
MOSCOW (UPI) - Soviet 
leader Mikhail Gorbachev oversaw 
the firing of the last major 
Brezhnev-era . holdover Thursday 
as Ukrainian Communist leaders 
removed hard-line party boss 
Vladimir ShcherbilSky and ended 
his 17 years of iron rule in the 
southern republic. 
The Ukrainian Communist 
Party's Centnl Commiuee chose 
Vladimir Ivashko to replace 
Shcherbitsk'i, 71, as first secretary 
of the republican party apparatUS, 
the official Tass news agency said. 
Gorbachev carries 
outpolilicalpurges 
with more grace than 
his predecessors 
Brezhnev and Stalin 
who tended to 
execute or at least 
publical/y hvmiliate 
those who fell from 
favor. 
Gorbachev had flown to Kiev 
earlier in the day on a mission 
expected 10 include the removal of 
ShcherbilSky, who last week was 
booted from the Soviet Communist 
Party's ruling Politburo. 
"Today there was a plenum of 
the Ukraini!m Communist Party's 
Cent.rlll Committee, which dis-
cussed organization mattelS, " Tass 
said 
"The plenum released Vladimir 
ShCherbilSk.y from the PoSt 6f flfSt 
secretary and Politburo member of 
the Ukrainian Communist Pany in 
connection with his application for 
retiring." it said 
lvashko, previously second sec-
retary, was chosen to lead the 
republican party over Stanislav 
Gurenko, secretary of the Central 
Commiltee, in secret balloting 
"after a thorough discussion of the 
candidates," Tass said 
The state-run wire service said 
Gorbachev addressed the plenum, 
but it did not provide any details of 
his speech. . 
Shcherbllsky, 71, and other 
Ukrainian party and government 
leaders had met Gmbachev at the 
Kiev airport. Tass said 
"Shcherbits1cv was thanked for 
his fruitful work of many years as 
head of the republican party orga-
nization," it said. 
The references 10 Shcherbitsky's 
"application for retiring" and 10 
expressions of gratitude for his ser-
vice showed the more graceful 
manner in which Gorbachev has 
carried out political executions, as 
compared with his predecessors. 
Many patty leadl!rs who fell inlO 
disfavor under the late dictator 
Josef Stalin were execuled, while 
others met the milder fate of 
receiving the official title of "non-
person." Though no high pany fig-
ures were killed under Leonid 
Brezhnev, who ruled from 1964 10 
1982, scores were publicly humili-
ated. 
ShcherbilSk.y ruled the Ukr:Iine 
with an iron grip for 17 years, and 
his dismissal as the vital southern 
republic's party chief had been 
widely anticipated even before 
Sept. 21 when he lost his Politburo 
post in a housecleaning of old-
guard leaders orchestrated by 
Gorbachev. 
On a recent similar mission, 
The Place To Be Seen 
ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT 
75¢ Speedrails 
$1.00 200z. Drafts 
Tues. • Free! Best Hot Wil1gs in Town 6-10 
Weds. - Freel Mexican Appetizers All Nigret 
Thurs_ • $1_00 Impo~ed Beer 
20¢ Peel & Eat Shrimp . 
Friday· Join our F.A.C_ ClUb. ~ ~ 
~529-3322~ 
Brezhne'lstripped of Soviet award 
by ruling politburo - posthumously 
MOSCOW (UPI) 
Lawmakers stripped Leonid 
Brezhnev of the country's high-
est military award Thursday in 
the latest humiliation for the iate 
Soviet. leader. 
"The presidium of the 
U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet has 
adopted a decree repealing its 
earlier decree of Feb. 20, 1978, 
which awarded an Order of 
ViclOry 10 the late Soviet leader 
Leonid Brezhnev," the official 
Tass news agency said 
"The (granting of the) award 
did not correspond 10 the SlatuS 
of the distinction, the presidium 
concluded," Thss said 
The Order of Victory is the 
country'a highest military honor 
and normally reserved for high-
ranking military officers. 
Though Brezhnev rose 10 the 
rank of major general during 
World War II, he never saw 
active duty and spent the war 
engaged in ideological work in 
the Red Army for the Soviet 
Communist Party. 
Gorbachev flew 10 Leningrad and 
watched on July 12 as regional 
party leaders fued hard-liner Yuri 
Solovyev $ their boss. 
Solovyc::v lost his post as candi-
date, or non-voting, member of the 
Politburo, the national patty's 13-
member ruling inner circle, on the 
8a'lle day last week Shcherbitsky 
was removed as full member. 
Brezhnev has endured all 
manner of indignities since his 
death Nov. 10, 1982, and espe-
cially since Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev'~ assumption 
of power in March 1985. 
With Gorbachev's active 
encouragement, the later yecll'S of 
Brezimev's rule in the 1970s and 
early pan of this decade are now 
regularly called "the p:mod of 
stagnation. .. . 
Streets, squares and whole 
towns and villages have been 
renamed in regular cleansings of 
the Brezhnev name and memory. 
The relentless publicity cam-
paign ai¢nst Brezhnev, part of 
Gorbachev's "perestroika" drive 
of economic and political renew-
al, has apparently been effective: 
Bremnev nosed out the late dic-
tator Josef Stalin as the most 
unpopular postwar Soviet leader 
in an opinion poll released eight 
months ago. 
Brezhnev's son-in-law, Yurl 
Churbanov, was convicted late 
last year of accepting more than 
Shcherbitsky and Solovyev were 
two of the most well-known oppo-
nents of Gorbachev's "perestroi-
ka" program of economic and 
political renewal. 
Three other foes or lukewarm 
supporters of Gorbachev's reforms 
were also removed from the 
Polilburo last week - full mem-
bers Vtktor Cherbrikov and Viktor 
$1 million in bribes while in the 
Imerior Ministry, which controls 
all police agencies in the Soviet 
Union. 
Andrei Makarov, Churbanov's 
atIOmey, said h~ had been pun-
ished for the sins of his father-in-
law. 
"They tried to make 
Churbanov responsible for all 
the negative things with which 
we have lived and 10 which we 
reconciled ourselves for two 
decades, " Makarov told 
Komsomolskaya Pravda, the 
patty's youth newspaper. 
"It is another auempt 10 lOSS a 
bone 10 the people ... so that they 
do not have 10 think about why 
they lived like that before," 
Makarov said 
"The administrative-command 
system that tortured us for so 
many years was still better than 
what we have now .... The sys-
tem was greased by bribes or 
other things, but at least it fimc-
tioned," Makarov said in a swipe 
at Gorbachev's reforms. 
Nikonov, and candidate member 
Nikolai Talyzin. 
Shdlerbitsky is despised in his 
native Ulcraine, the breadbasket of 
the Soviet Union and the ~ite of 
recent nationalist and religious 
unrest. A Kiev resident said people 
were smiling and congratulating 
one another on the streets of the 
republican capital last week a~~ 
news 5pfl'ad of his removal. 
********************** ** * ** 
Westroads Liquor Mart 
Murdale Shopping Center 
529-1221 
Miller Ute & Miller Draft Old Style .1· ' ... 
~ $2.49., $3.9912 pkt "&.~ l~ 6 pk nrs. ~-, W' ~ 
Boones Farm Strawberry Hill 
S19.99 casa (12 Bottle) 
/J Canadian Club '"' 
• 87.11 ,.0., ~ 
~ S5~i9 u 
Gratien Meyer S3.9,. ;' 
BlancOe Noir 2 ' 
Champagne for So 
Rhinelander ~·t 49 CII88 
Retumables ~ • 
SI.S; . suo ...... 
,...., • Friday Taste Testing Select3d Wines .O~U 5-9 p.m. 
.\sti Splllnantc $5.99 7111" 
5¢ each with 
$10.00 Wine purchase 
(Urnlt 3 per $ \0.00 Purchase) 
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CUBS, from Page 28----
RBis. 
1he point is the Cubs are young 
and will be a force in the future. 
The Cardinals cannot continue 
10 compete strictly with their feet. 
Cardinal Manager Whitey Herzog 
is the only bright spot for an other-
wise dismal future for the CanIs. 
HERZOG IS by far the best 
manager in the majors. If he 
wasn't, the CanIs would have fin-
ished 25 back and would have 
never finished so close to the 
Cubbies. 
When the Cubs acquired Andre 
Dawson they learned only too 
well that one man can not carry an 
entire team. The Cubs finished last 
in 1987 while Dawson was ~he 
National League Most Valuable 
Player, 
So the Cardinals and Herzog 
shouid know that Pedro Guerrero, 
the Cardinal first baseman, cannot 
continue to shoulder the entire 
offensive production of the team or 
at least most if it 
Guerrero is fif1h in the NL in hit-
ting with a 311 average, second in 
RBis with 115, fifth in hits with 
173 and third in doubles with 40. 
The Cardinals are not the only 
team falling by the wayside in the 
NLEasL 
THE NEW YORK Mets are a 
fallen bunch of inflated, over-com-
pensated egos that have enough 
trouble fighting with each other 10 
think about fighting for a champi-
onship. 
According to an article in the 
Thursday Chicago Tribune, the 
Mets have the highest payroll in 
the major ~gues at $213 million 
II year. The Cardinals rank ninth at 
$15.8 million and the Cubs are 
18th at $11.5 million. Yet the Cubs 
are on top. 
The Philadelphia Phillies and 
Piusburgh Pirates are far from con-
tention and from mediocrity for 
that matter. 
The only thing the Cubs have 10 
worry about in the future are the 
Montreal Expos. The Expos have 
been close but haven't been able 10 
win laIe in the season - when Cley 
needed to. The Cubs swept 
Montreal in two, three-game series 
at home that kept the Expos from 
closing in on the Cubs. Had the 
Expos WOD a couple of those 
games things may have turned out 
differently. 
OR PERHt.PS if the Cardinals 
figured out a way 10 beat the lowly 
Pirates ovec the course of the year, 
the standings would have been dif-
ferent. The Cards lost 13 of 18 
games against Pittsburgh this sea-
son, including a 1-0 shutout 
Wednesday. 
But neither the Cardinals nor the 
Expos won when lhey had 10. 
The Cardinals can put t1.eir ruf-
fled tail feathers between their 
speedy little Irgs and watch the 
Cubs beat the San Francisco in six 
games. 
The Cub pitchers will be "Giant" 
killer.: against the league-leading 
home run hiuer Kevin Mitchell 
(47) and the league's batting aver-
age leader Will Clark (.336). 
THE CUBS have some num-
bers to back up their success as 
well Cubs second baseman Ryrt' 
Sandbetg is 10th in batting averBjse 
(.291), second in runs scored (103), 
fourth in IOtaI hits (175) and fUth 
in home runs (30). First baseman 
Mark Grace is fourth in batting 
average at 312. 
Smith, Waiton, Dawson, 
Sandberg, Grace and the rest of the 
~~~i~~1 enjoy going to the 
~d we Cub fans will enjoy Iis-
tenmg to, the whimpers of Cardinal 
fans for years 10 corne. And as far 
as the Cubs winning the World 
Series, don't wony. 
They "'ill. 
Toronto series to decide A.L. East 
TORONTO (UPI) - The an improbable season for both the Jays, who seemed hopelessly out 
AmeriC8ll League E$t Division Baltimore Orioles and Toronto of S}nch three months ago, for the 
pennant race comes down to a BlueJays. division title at the Skydome. 
three-gaane series between the two The Orioles, baseball's rags to beginning Friday night. The win-




NEW YORK (UP!) - In an 
~g \bat bas less to do with 
boxing rhan wilh stand-up comedy 
or an:heology, Gerry Cooney and 
George Foreman announced 
Thllr.~d~y lbey will meet in a 
beavyweight bout Jan. 15 in 
Atlantic City, NJ. 
Cooney. 33, his hair streaked 
with gray, will be fighting for the 
first time since being knocked out 
2 III years ago by Michael Spinks 
in the fifth round. His last victory 
came Memorial Day 1986. 
Foreman, whose age is question-
ably lisIed as 40 and who declines 
to reveal his waistline size, says 
this bout is another step in his bid 
10 regain the heavyweight title he 
won in 1973. 
He is 19-0 against a field of 
alarmingly dubious opponents 
since beginning a comeback in 
1987 that has taken him to such 
boxing ports of call as Anchorage, 
Alaska, and Orlando, Fla. He says 
his weight soared 10 315 pounds 
but he promises to be in "good 
shape" at 250 pounds for Cooney. 
"We're looking forward to a tez-
rific event," promoter Bob Arum 
said at a news conference. 
The bout is 10 be held at Atlantic 
City Convention Centec with tick-
ets selling from $50 10 $400. Arum 
and Top Rank will promote the 
fight, which is to be shown on 
closed-circuit television and pay-
per-view in the United States and 
Canada. 
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ON THE slue CAMPUS 
OCTOBER " 1989 
11:00 A.M. 
Sponsored by the Carbondale Interchurch Council 
Garl Lewis claims 
steroid rumors false 
WASHINGTON (UPI)-
Olympic great Carl Lewis 
Thursday called allegations he 
used anabolic steroids "abso-
lutely false and untrue" and said 
his accuser is "in dire need of 
psychiatric help." 
Lewis, a six-time Olympic 
gold medalist, also said he is 
interested in a l00-meter match 
race against Canada's Ben 
Johnson, with poceeds going in 
part tow3ld an independent 
agency 10 handle drug-resting of 
athletes. 
In his first funnaI reacliOll to 
the claims sprinter Darrell 
Robinson made in the West 
German magazine Stern, Lewis 
IOld a news conference he did 
nOl use any performance-
enhancing drugs such as 
steroids or human growth hor-
mone and is considering a law-
suit against Robinson &nd Stem. 
"We're in a world where pe0-
ple can just perpetrate lies to 
make money or whatever, and 
that's basically wharhe did," he 
said. 
Lewis's denial of drug use 
follows those of several other 
prominent athletes fingered by 
Robinson, including Olympic 
star Florence Griffith JOYDer. 
Last Thursday, Griffith Joyner 




Indiana Pacers center Steve 
Stipanovich says he is "proceeding 
as if my career is over" after see-
ing little improvement in his 
hljured left knee, which forced him 
to miss all of last season. 
Stipanovich, a 7 -foot centel', said 
Tuesday that he will DOt report to 
the Pacers training camp. which 
begins CkL 6 at Purdue University. 
He said he has put his Indianapolis 
, heme up for sale and plans to 
mo\'c ba::It 10 his hometown of St. 
Louis. 
He and Indiana general managel' 
Donnie Walsh are expected 10 meet 
Wednesday to discuss two options: 
either Stipanovich will be placed 
OIl the suspended list, which gives 
the Pacers his rights for the next 
three years in case his knee gelS 
better, or Stipanovich will volun-
tarily retire. 
Stipanovich. the No. 2 pick 
overall in 1983 out of the 
University of Missouri, said he has 
a "dead spot" in his left knee that 
hampers his movement. r------ ____ c 0 U P 0 n,;,_~ ______ , 
I 901 S. Illinois alsy Mae--/ Expires 10-1:1-89 , 
I ., Smorgasbora , 
, , 
I Free Pepsi : 
, with the purchase of home cooking. I 
: All You Can Eat Meal I 
: for only $3.25 To go orders available I 
I Thrift box $2.00 549-3991 I L ________________________ ~ 
'iBiiMJ_ r--61~-~~;--1 
: f'a'ee Pepsi \ I 611 s. IllinOIS 549-8178 : 
I With any Lunch Combo I I Free. I 
I includes soup, egg roU I I 6-pack of PepsI I 
land flied rice. $1.95 ,.lid",' I with purchase I 
, 1 mile south of SIU Arena; I of M, L or XL Pizza I 
I Free Delivery 549-7231 I I Exp. 10-15-89 I offer good thru 10-15-89 , Dw:IDIiiII~ I 549-8178 I L _________ --~
Student finds outlet in basketball 
By Kevin Simpson 
Staff Writer 
Wheelch2.ir basketball has pro-
vided Rich Swanson with an outlet 
for his competitive nature. 
Swan:::>n, a history major from 
Oak Park-River Forest, was the 
victim of a shooting accident at the 
age of eight. The accident took 
away his ability to walk. - but not 
his ability to be successful in spons 
or academics. 
Following the advice of his 
grandmother, Swanson became 
involved with managing spons at 
OaK Park-River Forest High 
School. He managed the basketball 
team his junior year and managed 
the basketball and football teams 
during his senior year. 
Whenever practice was over, 
S"'anson would shoot baskets with 
niembers of the team. 
"We would play games of thllle-
on-three after practice was over," 
Swanson said. ''They wouldn't give 
any ground. They didn't give me 
any special considerations. 1 had to 
try and keep my !:hot from being 
blocked JUSt lite same as everyone 
else." 
Swanson never played basket-
ball before his his accident, but he 
did playa lot of other sportS. 
"I was starling from scratch," 
Swanson said. "I never really 
played basketball before my acci-
dent so 1 didn't have In make any 
changes or adjustments." 
When he graduated in 1987, 
Swanson's interest with basketball 
was strong enough for him to look 
for a school which had a 
wheelchair basketball team. 
"A lot of guys in chairs come 
down to SID," Swanson said. They 
were putting a team together when 
I first came down. I was the fUth 
man on the team. " 
Reflecting back on his fIlSI. year 
at SIU-C, Swanson said the team 
left a lot to be desired. 
"Our practices weren't really 
structured," Swanson said. 
"Everyone would go out there and 
scrimmage for the entire practice." 
Then Todd Hatfield came along 
and brought some new philoso-
phies inro the picture. 
"At frrst, it was difficult to get 
used to," Swanson said. "He put 
some discipline in us we didn't 
have before. He's hard on you, 
especially in practice. At first I 
wondered if it was worth it. We 
probably would not be where we 
are now without him." 
Hatfield said Swanson is an 
~xample of how the hard worlc has 
paid off for some of the players. 
''The first time 1 came out here, 
Rich was on the sidelines. He did-
n't really want to get involved in 
the practices," Hatfield said. "He 
had a little bit of a discipline prob-
lem. 
~'As the season came along, he 
began to show progress. 
Eventually, he became one of the 
leaders on the team," Hatfreld said. 
NWBA, from Page 26 -------
which lost 11 of 12 games last sea-
son will not be easy. 
Coach Todd Hatfield remains 
op-timistic about the upcoming sea-
son, and he insists the team will 
remain competitive through the 
course of the year. 
''We were close in most of the 
games we played in," Hatfield 
said. "We did gel blown out a few 
times, but we played close in the 
majority of the games. We have 
five players with a year of experi-
ence under their belts. Some of 
them have played together fa- two 
years. I can't express enough how 
good some some of the players are. 
Some of the thin~s they do are 
incredible." . 
Regardless of the fmal record, 
HatfIeld wants to make the mem-
bers of the team try as hard as !heir 
abilities will allow. just as any 
coach would.'· . 
''We would like to ha\le a win-
-.. nlng record," Hatfield said. "More 
~ importantly, I would like for the 
players to fulfill !heir potential" 
Although official practice does 
not begin WItil Oct. 1. the Rolling 
Salukis have been working on their 
conditioning at the Student 
Recreation Center. The added 
preparation time will all"w the 
team to make the needed push for a 
winning record. 
"We're goiny to come into this 
season in better shape than a last 
year," Hatfield said. "They have 
been doing full-court wind sprints 
to get ready for the season. Of 
Hatfield began coaching the 
team a year ago and has done a lot 
to improve the structure of the 
practices to get the puyers ready 
fur the games." 
"It used to be just go out and . 
scrimmage," Hatfield said. "The 
best guys would dominate play and 
the others wouldn't gel a chance to 
improve." 
''The first thing I did was to add 
some structure to the practices," 
Hatfield said. "We would do a lot 
of work on shooting and dribbling, 
just work on the basics. " 
"I have tried to incorporate a 
fast-break offense. We don't have 
any height on the team which 
makes it difficult to play on the 
inside. A controlled fast-break 
offense will take away another 
teams advantage and allow us to 
try for a lot of layups," Hatfield 
said. 
The rules for wheelchair basket-
ball follow the same basic guide-
lines as I.'ble-bodied basketball 
with the exception of the follow-
ing: The players are allowed two 
rolls for each dril>ole, the players 
are not allowed to touch the floor, 
they are allowed five seconds in 
the lane, all backcourt fouls are an 
aulOmatic two shots Yld everyone 
must start outside of the lane 011 an 
inbounds pass. 
The flfSt game on the fall slate 
will be an exhibition tournament in 
SL Louis Oct 7-8, while the regular 
season will kickoff OcL 21-22. 
~~(()()I[2~lf.lt:2 
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Sunday O·inner Buffet 
AII- U~ Can- Eat $3.75 
Includes Sodas 
4 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Build Your Own Tacos! 
NOW fiPPEfiRlttG 
POLLY'S PLACE ~ AT~ .' .1 "SABRINA SPRAGUE"I \ 
··The Place for A Change·· 
828 E. Main Carbondale 
Call or Drop By - 457-5600 
CompletCl Styling Services 




~ ~ ..... ~~!~EE ~/, ~. ABOVE olliine l"'" Longbranch 100 E. Jackson _ Carbondale, U 
549-8515 
Students Earn Extra cash 
We Are Now Buying Women's 
Fall· Wmter Clothes ••• 
We pay instant cash for clothes 
Buy • Sell • Trade 
Healthy Relationships 
Support Group -
Whether you ru:e focused on a l"e\ationship 
. with a panner; friend. parent. etc., this 
support group will explore the issues 
:md skills that help all of us grow. 
. Singles and couples are 
encouraged to attend. 
Call to register. 536-4441 
The Women's Center 
529-2324 or 997-2277 
Available 24 Hours 
free & confidential 






Franklin and Jackson 
counties. 
Dedicc,ted to ending 
violence against 
women and children. 
The Shelter 
A safe refuge 
for woman and their 





Orders of protection. 
Temporary housing. 
There is Help. 
Women's Center 
408 West Freeman 
Carbondale 
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Steve Bychowskl, junior In arChitecture, prepares fOi the 
shot at the Roiling Salukls basketball conditioning 
exercises last week In the Student Recreation Center. 
Rolling Salukis will 
participate in NWBA 
By Kevin Simpson 
SudfWriter 
The SIU-C Rolling Salukis are 
. ~& ''P fo£ \be 19S9-9() season 
when !hey become a member of 
the National Wheelchair 
BaskelbaJl As5ucialion. 
The NWBA is comprised of 23 
conferences from arolBld the coun-
try and has subdivisions of men's 
and women's collegiate and inde-
pendent teams. The rolling Salukis 
will compete in 30 games as a 
member of the Central 
1n\e«:O\\eg\a1e Conference. . 
The Salukis must rebuild Iheir 
ream from a year ago alieT losing 
Ihree SUlltelS, incJuding their lead-
ing scorer. Doing this with a squad 
See NWBA, Page 25 




October I, 1989 .. ;:: 
Picnic: 
Evergreen Terrace Park 
Saturday Sept. 30, 3 p.m. 
Dance Parly: 
Evergreen Terrace Rec. 
Saturday Sept. 30, 9 p.m. 
EVERYONE IS 
WELCOME 
For Mere Info: 
Call John Abolaji, President 529-5635 




By Bill Parrillo 
Providence Joumal 
The sad thing is that it 
shouldn't have ended this 
WilY for Jim Rice but some-
hoW, we aU knew it would. 
Ted Williams nit a homer 
in his last at-bat at Fenway 
Park. Carl YaslIzemskj had a 
special day and did a victory 
lap arotmd the field. Jim Rice 
was simply called into the 
office and told that he wasn't 
going to be asked back next 
year. 
No gifts. No standing ova-
tion. No gold watch. Maybe 
by Sunday, tt..e Boston Red 
Sox brass will come up with 
some suitable farewell for 
one of the best hitters in their 
history. But don't count on iL 
Don~t count on the Sox 
doing iL Don't count on Rice 
even being there. 
Lifting ~p J'ESUS .9Lt SI~ 
~ ~ oJ ~~ ~, 
~ ..r~ 
• Bible Teaching 
• Charismatic Worship 
• InternationaV 
American Fellowship 
. cou'~MIN"'''''' rronigfit 
'Jt1lfiam .9ltufitorium, 7:00P.M. 
r------------------- ----, 
I ~ CHEESE LOVER·S PLUS: 
: ~ Deep double layers of Ihree cheeses I 
I ·'IUl. I 
: PI'ac your choice of any two toppings.' 
I Cheese lover's Plus® is piled high with two extra-thick 
I layers of Monterey Jack, Cheddar and Mozzarella cheeses. 
I Plus, loads of yOlJr two favorite toppings. ..' • 
: Get one medium CJlftSC2l.cM2n PIas® 
:for only 8.09. ~ 
IBeHer yet get a second L!J 
:for iust 4.00 more! __ ~_ 
I Expires 10/15/89 No COUpGB N~ceS$CIry 
I Delivery 457-4243 L ________________________ ~ 
''T'i~s Square, 'LiquOIJ 
1701) West Main. Carbond'.iie ~ 
b Reg.~& $299~ Augs urger =.: .. ~.~~... .111' 
, Reg,&Light $ 44 • ,;.-Stroh s ........ ~=.~=.... 4 . ,. 
Milwaukee's . S329• Best ................. 12 Pk Cans • 
$47~~$ 
Reg. Light ></'iff.gFJ 
Coors 
& Extra Gold 12 Pk. can! 
{f.~\ .' 0' S999 Smirnoff ~ "'# Tanquera~ II........... ........ "."' $ It Vodka. ;. ~. Jack Damels ..... :... . ....... 750 .. 8 $1255~. ~ ~ U '" , S t h . $11 99 .> . . ;. ... ~'. suer s co C ; ........... Big 1.75 Ltr. ...  M'  - . $1099 Big1.75L.-• 
• Ea~, TImes ..................... ,." "". {if 
. Charles Krug Merlot ....• :.:.: ...... 750m! $599 ''/11'('" Matilda Bay , . ~ . : . ,'. 
'., Gmestet ........ Haut-Medoc, Graves S3 9 9.:· 
$ 2 3 9 '.. & Saint Emillion 7. 50 m! ~v .1 :.I , '. " ..... S' 99 . , .' ~;r. -;;;; :. Es.tancia Ca,bernet S~uvignQn.:750.~. ,. 4 '.; 1~ 
1JIl.~ Monterey Vmeyar~s .. White Zinf8ndet $ 3 79 ~ 
4 Packs ~ 750 mI ~~ ... 
WE SELL PREMIUM BRANDS FOR .LESS!· 
CASE DISCOUNTS -S-liii-U- -S-IIIU-UN .;-li14"~. 
ON I Coors II Smirnoff II Matilda Bay I 
UQUOR & WINE I Reg. LIght, Gold II Vodka II Wine Coolers I 
Store Hours: I $430 11$1155 11 $1 99 I Mon.-Thurs. 9 A.M. to 11 P.M., II II I Fri. & Sat. 9 A.M. 10 Midnight 12 PIck Can 4 PIc:kI 
Sun. 1 P.M. to 10 P.M. I TII012peclclwillllbis II Big 1.75Ur·11 TwoFNPadcs I coupon I J ~-:.. a::.. Willi This Coupon 
Phone 549-663 t I TImes Square II Tunes Square II Times Square I 
liquors Coupon liquors Coupon II liquors Coupon I Ad Good Thru 10/3/89 L ~ 101318~ ~ L~. 10/31..!!,. --' L. ~ 111/31.!!.. -1 
'Il~s Square, £LiquOlj 
Located Next To Country Fair 
Cross country teams to run 
in Saluki-Country Fair meet 
D N (Metro), Arkansas State e oon says (Southland) and Southeast 
Missowi (Missouri Intercollegiate) +.eam had good will round out the field. l! "We're excited about this meet," 
.. week said sru-c's women's coach Don trainlrY'1 DeNooo. "It is an outstam!ing meet 
• ~ . with about 500 athletes competing 
By Greg Scott in the five divisions." 
Staff Writer The meet, to be held in the vicin-
ity of Abe Martin Baseball Field. 
The sru-c women's cross coun- gets under way at 9 am. with a 
tty \e'M1, coming off a week's rest, , _ five-mile open division and will be 
will compete with six visiting followed by the university 
teams in the Country Fair-Saluki women's 5,OOO-meter run at 10:15, 
InvilatiOlJ3l at 10:15 Saturday. an 8,OOO-meter run for university 
In addition to SIll-C, the men's teams at 11 am., a two-mile 
Gateway Confereoc.e will be repre- run for high school girl's teams at 
i sented by-Indiana State. Schools 12 noon and a5,OOO-meter run for 
from five other conferences also high school boy's teams at 12:30 
will be competin6 .• .iurray State p.m. 
(Ohio Valley), Mississippi "Anyone interested in dj~ance 
(Southeastern;, Memphis State running should enjoy Saturday's 
activities," DeNoon said. "Teams 
entered all have good balance and 
competition should be exceptional-
Iykeen." 
The caliber of competition in the 
Invitational should make r..'1e race 
quite interesting, DeNoon said. 
SIU-C will taIce a second Gateway 
glimpse at fellow conference mem-
ber Indiana State. 
Last year in the Invitational, the 
Salilkis'fmished third behind team 
champion Kentucky and runner-up 
Indiana State. The Invitational is a 
growing meet, DeNoon said. 
"It may not be growing by leaps 
and bounds, but it is growil.g slow-
ly," DeNoon said. "Eventually this 
meet could develop into being one 
of the finest in the Midwest now 
that we have the Couotty Fair as a 
corporate sponsor." 
j Cornell w~iting on NCAA ruling 
By Greg ScottpeteS in the Country Fair-Saluki legally participated in twO races 
Staff Writer. Invitatiooal $aturday at 11:t.~ am. undel" unatt.ached status. Running 
;-, . Cornell's lift could come in the unattached (not affiliated with a 
SIU-C men's cross counfrY nameofDavidBeaudlem. school) was legal at that lime but 
coach Bill Cornell reCeived a big Beauchem, a senior, was the NCAA changed its bylaw two 
~ift when his team showed much declared temporarily ineligible years ago, ruling that no red-shirt 
imlWvement last Saturday, finish- before SIU-C's rust meet of me can participate in any race. 
ing eighth among l11Ca1JlS at the season. During his 1985 red-shirt Beauchem was Cornell's lOp 
Kentucky InviJational . season, (8 red-shirt athlete can -returning .earn member from the 
Cornell would I~ 10 receive practice ",ith the team but can't-conference championships last ~­
BRothel" lift before his team com- participate in meets) Beauchem son. 
SOFTBALL, from Page 28-----
seventh at the junior college level 
last year and Southeast Missouri 
qualified for p.lstseason play last 
year as well. The conference 
games are always tough. So we 
will bave lO work hard and play 
with consistency this weekend in 
oro.."!' to win, " Brechtelsbauer said. 
Salurday the Salukts resume 
~ .. ~~:-:~::?~ 
J 
. 
with Eastern Illinois University. 
Tournament playoffs'begin at 1 
p.m:' _ .;. 
The Salukis, 13-2, have scoreCl 
53 runs whilt the pitching SIaff has 
allowed only nine. 
"l1's been the consistent perfor-
mance of our pitching staff, 
defense and offensive that has put 
us in 8 position of 13-2. We need 10 
continue that," Brechtelsbauer 
said. 
"We also need 10 1akc the garoo 
to the otbec team, to play !!mart and 
be aggressive in baserunning, 
fielding and hitting," 
Brechtclsbauer said. 
Senior Shelly Gibbs loads the 
team with a .396 batting average 
and 11 RBI's. Mary Jo Funbach, a 
junior thUd baseman, JaIJks second 
in RBI's witl! 10 aud biD it WiWig 
ilwerage of .262-
"Although Shelly and Mary Jo 
have taken the leadership in driv-
ing in nms, it bas been the com-
bined effort of all our players that 
had given us a 13-2 record. And 
they all bave preformed well," 
Brechtelsbauer said. 
Sopbomore outfielder Kim 
Ju.'iiiw~ b!!.~ a.282 batting aver-
age with three RBi's. Jiiil:C! 
Shannon 'Dlylor has five RBI's and 
is batting at a In average. 
. P-We certainly.have a shot at 
winning this 1Ourna.'11eDt, but we 
have 10 play good, aggressive soft-
ball ,- Brechtelsbauer said. 
';illln, Vic Koenig Chevrolet ' iIIlrlnl 
c--------------, 







Includes aU G_M. Transmissions except 200-4R. I 
Call for an appt. - Coupon Necessary 
, 529-1000 I ________ ...;. _____ .J 
t1~~iji 
CiiENEIW. MCnCIIIS MIlTS 
VIC KOENIG ~~n~:~~n 
==-~~~ Call us: 529-1000 or 997-5470 
SPC FUms 
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IBW" tOMPRl\BlE. tOM'PUtB\ 
- Monoch';;'~. Monitor 
• Front TuIfIo, Reset, Key Lock 
• 20 MB Hard Drive 
- 12 MHZ - Fast! 
- 640 KB Ram 
expandable to 1MB 
ortLy98S2.Cl 
549-672C) 
628 E. Waln~·'t St. 
(:l'rbondale 
Intructors: 
Susan Barnes - Elizabeth Berg 
Mike Shields 
Register Nowl I Tap 8e Jazz Starts Oct. 2-I 
1 mile So. of SIU on Hwy 51 529-4404 
( ~ .-. .-:-". 
Arkansas State next foe for gridders 
By Daniel Wallenberg ~." good as we've faced so far" 
Staff Writer Larry Lacewell, ASU head Lacewell said. "It's obvious that 
The football Salulds and the 
Atkansas State University Indians 
have one thing in common - a 
single viclOly this season, rot that 
is about it 
The Salukis, 1-3, travel to 
Jonesboro, Ark., to battle the 
Indians,l-2, for a 7 p.m. contest 
Saturday. 
Last year the Salukis escaped 
with a 4543 victory after scoring 
24 points in the fourth quarter lO 
overcume a 36-21 ASU lead enter-
ing the period. 
The ASU punt team aided the 
Salukis in viclOIy by snapping the 
ball over the punters head three 
times. The last lime came in the 
founb quarter and led to a safety, 
allowing the Salukis to talce the 
lead and eventually win the game. 
Head SaJuki football coaUl Bob 
Smith said the Salukis can't 
expect ASU to make those kinds of 
mistakes again this year. . 
''The three bad ~ bad a lot lO 
do with the win," Smith said after 
studying game film.~ "That proba-
bly wouldn't happen again in 40 
coach, said the Indians have not offensively they are a young 
had that problem t/ili. year. Ieam." 
"We've gOl a gu" lined up The ASU offense is averaging 
behind the kic!cer," Lacewell said 375 yards a game while giving up 
with a laugh. "We call it the pig- 411 lO their opponents. 
tail formation." The Saluki's multiple offense 
Smith said the Division I-AA averages 247 while the defense is 
12th-ranked Indians should be giving up 276 a game. 
ranked higher in the polls. Lacewell said the g8l'll<! will be 
"ASU is the best team, at the interesting because of the Slrengths 
skill positions, we will face all and weaknesses of the respective 
year," Smith said. "They are solid offensive and defensive teams foc-
at every position." ing each other. 
Lacewell downplays the rank- Smith said ASU, primarily a 
ing. running learn with a wishbone 
"We are not any better than last offense, will "run, run, run and 
year," Lacewell said. Entering the then surprise you with the pass and 
game with the SallJkis last season, the Irick play." 
the Indians had a 1-3 record. Smith said the Salwa defensive 
The next two games for the backs will have to be alert on every 
Salukis, ASU and Northern Illinois play in the option of~ense and 
University, are games that the watch for play action passing. 
Salukis simply want lO be competi- But Smith warned, .. If you're 
live in. not ready lO play run defense, they 
"If we go down !here and upset, won't pass." 
then tenifx:." Smith said. The 5!liokis will enter the game 
Lacewell said the game will be a Saturday a liUle banged up. 
good m'\tchup between the two junior linebacker Darnell Crews 
schools. twisted his knee during the 
"I Ihink Southern's defense is as Western Illinois game earlier this 
'Cubsmobile' ready 
for postseason fun 
By Darren RIchardson 
S:alfWriter 
The Cardinals-Cubs series this 
weekend may DOt be"fer ~g 
more than bragging rights now, but 
Cub fan Brian Schroeder and sev-
eral of his friends still plan on 
whooping it up tonight in SL 
Louis. 
"People ask me if I'm disap-
pointed dial the season didn't come 
down ID this weekend," Schroeder, 
a senior in in education and train--
ing development, said. "The only 
people who wanted it to come 
down to this weekend were 
Cardinals fans. " 
Schroeder said. "Now let's get 
some support for the Cubs. .. 
Schroeder said be expects the 
Cubs to be play tough this week-
end, but that rheir minds will be 011 
the Giants. "The Cubs will be play-
ing to win, but actually they've 
already won. I think Zimmer will 
be concentrating more on resting 
players and getting the pitching 
staff in shape for Saol FJaDCisco." 
The Cubs have a minor Jeague 
club in Des Moines, Iowa, and 
Schroeder grew up in Dubuque. 
He's been a Cub fan all his life but 
missed out on their ill-faled 1984 
playoff appeamnce because be was 
in U.S. Navy basic training. 
season and bas not responded to 
treatment. Smith said. He will be 
out for the season as will junior 
defensive back Monty Foo':!C, who 
underwent knee surgery Thesday. 
Smith said be will seek a medi-
cal redshirt for Crews from the 
NCAA which would enable him to 
have two years of eligibility. 
A ,layer can be granted a nlCdi-
cat redshirt if be bas not played in 
more than 20 percent of this year's 
games. 
Junior Fred Gibson is still nurs-
ing a thigh bruise sustained at 
Murray State. 
The idea fir a Cubsmobile came 
from Sluoeder's brother in Iowa, 
be said, wbose 1957 four-door 
Cbevrolet bas been the 
Cubsmobile for the past few years. 
"His (Cubsmobile) is temporarily 
dead, I made this one. " 
Although 'J:/ millioo phone caJls 
were placed for postseason tickets, 
SChroe<!er got lucky. If the 
National League Chamr;onsbip 
Series goes to a sixth game. 
Schroeder will be amOl1g the fans 
cheering for a Cub vktory. He 
plans on taking his Cu~ile 011 
a roadtrip to Chicago for the 
games, and bas some speciaJ plans 
for it if the Cubs win the World 
Series. 
Driver Brian Schroeder, senior In education 
training and development, whoops It up with 
friends In hIil COOsmobIIe 1lJeSday afternoOn on 
ampus. Schroeder plans to raftIe off the car for 
25 cents a ticket -If the ChIcago Q.bs can Vi.'In 
the Wortd SerIes. 
Schroeder said be saw 22 Cubs 
games at Wrigley Field this season, 
but tonighi will be his first game at 
Busch Stailium. He doesn't antici-
pair.; talcing too much slack for 
waving his Cubbie blue. 
"The Cardinals have proven 
themselves in the 1980s, and 
wbether you like them or hate 
them the fact is they've won." 
''If the Cubs win the Series, rm 
going to raffle off the Cubsmobile 
at 25 cents a ticket, .. Scbr()('-Aier 
said. 
Holy cow - what a baIgain. 
Brechtelsbauer wants 
more aggressive play 
By Darren Richardson 
Staff Writer 
The Saluki softball team wraps 
up its exhibition season this week· 
end at home with the Saluki 
SofibaIIlnviIational. 
more aggressive, lO go out and get 
ahead 011 the count," SaJuki coach 
Kay Brecbtelsbauec said. 
Brechtd~bauer is optimistic 
beading into the tournament, but 
said her team could improve on 
recent performances. 
"We want lO re~lish c0nsis-
tency -not that we played bad last 
weckend- but the first lime in 
Peoria we really were playing 
good, " Brechtelsbauec said. 
She said the competition for the 
fall season's last townament will 
be top-notch. 
"St. Louis Meramec finished 
SlU-C begins play at 1 p.m. 
today against the SL Louis 
Community College Meramec at 
tbe lAW softball fields. The 
Salukis next take on dle Bradley 
Braves at 3 p.rn. Freshman Angie 
Mick of Centralia and senior 
Jennifer Brown from Herrin are 
scheduled lO be !he Saluki starting 
pitchers. 
"We want the pitchers to be See SOFJ\:iAI.l..,Page 27 
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Cubs' title portent of future; 
Cardinals can expect a slide 
THE CARDINAL fans already 
are whining about losing to the 
National League East Champion 
<llicago Cubs, but us Cub fans are 
certainly used to it 
We've heard how well the Cards 
played with a team that bad 
enough power to jumpstart a 
Matchbox. So what It's over. The 
Cards are done and the jokes 
already are circulating. 
What's red and white and plays 
golf in OclObec ••• l 
Cub fans are used to sl:ch jokes 
or at least they used lO be. 
THE CUBS and Cardinals are 
heading for opposite ends of the 
NL East spectrum and if both 
leams keep going the way they are 
- it could be a long time before 
either returns lO their old ways. 
For the second time in this 
decade the Cubs have won the NL 
East. The last time, in 1984, people 
woe saying the Cubs bad the mak-
ings of a dynasty wi.n the likes of 
Leon Durham, now suspended for 
drug use after spending time with 





trouble Muing the boiling point of 
water - Fai1rellheit or Celsius - in 
Atlanta; ;t'!'i Ron Cey, now retired. 
THESE PLAYERS bad their 
day in the sun, but they stayed out 
in it lOO long and were sent pack-
ing. Cub General Manager Jim 
Frey and the c(h)ubby-checked 
manager of the Cubbies, Don 
Zimmer, went to the minors -
usually a weak point in !he Cubs 
organization - and went for youth 
and speed lO ruffie the feathers of 
!he Busch babies. ' 
The Cubs ordered two young 
outfielders who could run, hit for 
average and power, play defense 
and run the bases. A tall order for 
the farm system lO fall, but it did. 
Rookies Jerome Walton and 
Dwight Smi!h filled the order - and 
then some. 
Both player:; are in contention 
for NL Rookie of the Year honors 
and are expected 10 finish one and 
two in the voting. 
WallOn, as of Thursday, is bat-
ting 297 with 138 hits, five home-
runs and 45 RBis. Walton's batting 
average ranks six!h in the National 
League and he also had a 30 game 
hitting streak during the season, the 
longest in the Major Leagues. 
WALTON SEEMS to be the 
clear winner. 
Smith's only challenge for rook-
ie honors is Walton. Smith may 
have been able lO top his Ieammate 
were it not for !he shuUle system in 
left field instituted by Zimmer. 
Smith shares playing duties in left 
field with Lloyd McClendon, 
another first-year player. Srni!h, 
who has 129 fewer times at bats 
!han Walton, i!: b:.tting .324 with 
109 hits, nine homeruns and 52 
See cues, Page 24 
